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Abstract
In this thesis, we present the theory of generating
methods of operator ideals. The main technique is to
classify continuous operators by their intrinsic
topological, bornological and/or sequential properties. By
the new terminologies of id-topologies and u-bornologies, we
reach a.higher standing point to make clear the complicated
relationships among the set of generating machineries,
especially by (2.1.19) and (2.2.26). After introducing the
notions of i[-topological spaces and u-bornological spaces,
we have proved a duality result of these concepts (2.3.8).
The main body of the theory seems to be first
introduced by I. Stephani (1980b and 1983) in the case of
operator ideals on Banach spaces. However, we have made a
great deal of modification on his defining principle,
especially on the bornological case. After a satisfactory
treatment in the category of Banach spaces, We have
generalized these ideas to any closed subcategory of locally
convex spaces. Combined these techniques with the work of
Y.C. Wong (1976 and 1979), we provide a lot of remarkable
examples of operator ideals and finally we use these
powerful tools to advise some elegant classifications of
many important classes of locally convex spaces.
Beside the main line of this thesis, we have also given
out a concrete construction of suriective hulls of operator
ideals on the category of quasi-complete bornological
locally convex spaces which seems to answer partially an
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The theory of operator ideals has a remarkable advance
in the last decade. After the outstanding monograph of
A. Pietsch (1980), a lot of papers appear to discuss this
and other aspects of this theory. Among several tens of
these, a few under the name I. Stephani (1980a, 1980b and
1983 and some others) devote to a general method to produce
operator ideals. His ideas are very natural but creative.
He seems to be one of the few researchers who go into the
kernel of the theory of operator ideals to-dig*out the
beauties of this theory.
In this thesis, we borrow some techniques from
I. Stephani, namely, the methods of generating topologies,
and generating bornologies (or generating systems of sets,
in terminlogy of I. Stephani, 1980b). However, the managing
ideas of this thesis come from D. Randtke (1972) and
Y.C. Wong (1979). Follow the tradition developed by
A. Grothendieck, D. Randtke tries to identify some classes
of locally convex spaces by their seminorm structures.
Generalized the D. Randtke's ideas, Y.C. Wong gives a
systematic and comprehensive approach to the notion of
Z'-bounded operators, where' is some kind of systems of
locally convex topologies. Moreover, he has also observed
that the topological structure of a locally convex space can
be reflected by the family of qoutient mappings associated
to each continuous seminorm on this space.
2Introduction
Follow these ideas, we employ the method of generating
topologies to study the topological structure of a locally
convex space. In principle, we associate each specificed
operator ideal to a class of locally convex spaces. Throug}
the well known behaviour of such an operator ideal (thanks
should go to A. Pietsch for his favourable work on this
subject), we can achieve a lot of information concerning the
common features of members in this class. In the ends of
chapter 3 and each section in charpter 2, we have given out
a lot of classical examples about the classification of
locally convex spaces by analyzing the seminorm systems of
these spaces. Analogous to the topological method, we have
developed a bornological version of our classifying task.
It seems very successful in the case that we are discussing
the structure theory of Bananch spaces.
By introducing the notions of u-topologies and
11-bornologies, we can achieve the goals stated above.
Moreover, through these notions we can reach a higher
standing point to make clear the original I. Stephani's
concepts. Some very interesting consequences are obtained
in the subsections 552.1.4, SS2.2.4 and elsewheres. The
notions of 11-topological spaces and tE-bornological spaces
are introduced naturally according to the Y.C. Wong's
principles. They simply identify a locally convex space by
its intrinsic properties. In details, we consider the
family of all continuous seminorms (and the associated
quotient mappings) and the family of all bounded sets (and
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the associated embedding mappings) of a locally convex space
to fix it to some class of d-topological spaces or
l-bornological spaces in accordance to its quotient mappings
or embedding mappings belonging to which operator ideal 11,
respectively. It is encouraged that we have discovered some
duality properties between the notions of U-topological
spaces and U-bornological spaces in the section S2.3.
Beside the main line of reasoning, we have obtained
some results in this thesis and the following is a list of
some remarkable.
(a) (3.2.14) and (2.1.19) gives rise a sufficient and
necessary condition that the system of locally convex
topologies Z' will make the equality
3(E,F)= 2(E7,F7)
holds for all Mackey spaces or all Banach spaces E and
F. In (2.1.21), we have given out some interesting
examples.
(b) (3.1.11) provides a concrete construction of the
surjective hulls of operator ideals on the category-of
quasi-complete bornological spaces. It seems to be a
partial answer to an open problem suggested by
A _Pietsch (1980).
(c) In S3.4 we point out. that a result concerning the
construction of injective hulls of bounded operator
ideals on the category of locally convex spaces claimed
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by L. Franco and C. Pineiro (1982) is not valid by
giving a counter example.
Before ending this introduction section, it seems to be
appreciated to give a brief content of this thesis. Chapter
1 is a preliminary in which we collect the most necessary
definitions and notations to ensure a good understanding of
the subsequent charpters. Chapter 2 may be considered as a
modified version of the papers of I. Stephani (1980b and
1983). However, as we just mentioned, we analyse the
concepts from a new point of view. It should be highlighted
that we have made a great deal of recreation on the
bornological methods. In addition, the subsections §2.1.4,
§2.1.7, §2.2.4 and §2.2.7 as well as the section §2.3 seem
to be the originate work of the author. Chapter 3 is
founded on the satisfactory treatment of the generating
methods in the category of Banach spaces as in chapter 2.
In this final chapter we generlize the notions developed in
chapter 2 to the category of locally convex spaces. Combine
with the work done by D. Randtke (1972) and Y.C. Wong
(1979), we have made a beautiful ending of this thesis. In
the final two sections of this chapter, we introduce the
notion of bounded operator ideals as well as the notions of
0[7/(BI-operator ideals and Q[7/01-spaces. The latter two
terminologies conclude the methods discussed before and show
their power by a lot of illustrating classical examples.
Best to the author's knowledge, the main content of this
final chapter is his originate work.
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Interested readers may find more information from the
introductory paragraphs of each chapter, each section and
even each subsection in this thesis.
Finally, like all other articles, we would like to say
something about the referencing system in this thesis. The
symbols S and SS stand for, respectively, the section and
the subsection. By referring a result (x.y.z), we mean that
we are referred to the zth theorm (or proposition or
something other) in the yth section of the xth chapter. All
references are stated in the uniform styles (author, year in
which the result published) or (author, year in which his
book published, page in which the reslut appears). In case
there are more than two items under the same name and same
year, we arrange them by postfixing a, b, c,.... It should
be noted that such a second classification is of a random
feature. Hence (Y.C. Wong ,1982a) need not be necessarily
publisded before (Y.C. Wong, 1982c).
6Chapter 1 Preliminaries and Notations
In this beginning chapter, we introduce the necessary
concepts and notations for the use in the forthcoming
chapters.
Section 1 will collect some most often used facts in
the theory of locally convex spaces. Section 2 will give a
brief introduction to the theroy of bornological vector
spaces developed by H. Hogbe-Nlend (1977). And the last
section will be a short summary of the general theory of
operator ideals constructed by A. Pietsch (1980).
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S 1.1 Locally Convex Spaces
The basic references of the theory of locally convex
spaces are the books of H.H. Schaefer (1966), G. Kothe
(1969) and Y.C. Wong (1980, 1982b, 1982c and 1986). For a
quick referencing material, readers are referred to
K. Mckennon and J.M. Robertson (1976). The following items
are taken from Y.C. Wong (1986).
By a locally convex space- (LCS), we- mean a vector
space E over the scalar field IK= R or C,-equipped with a
Hausdorff locally convex (l.c.) topology'. In particular,
all Hausdorff l.c. topologies on the scalar field 1K coincide
with the usual topology on 1K. The class of all LCS is
denoted by LCS.
Thoughout this section, E and F always denote LCS. By
an operator from E into F. we mean a linear operator from E
into F. The class of all operators from E into F is
denoted by L(E,F) while £(E,F) (resp. 2b(E,F), 'B(E,F))
denotes the class of all continuous (resp. (topologically)
hn»nPC1_ locally bounded) operators from E into F.
The following two results are frequently referenced it
this thesis:
1.1 Locally Convex Spaces
Theorem 1.1.1 (Mackey-Arens)
For a LCS E with the topological dual E and any
I.e. topology 7 on E. We have
if and only if
where is the weak topology
(resp. Mackev topology) on E.
Theorem 1.1.2 (H.H. Schaefer, 1966, p.158)
Let T e L(E,F) and T' the adjoint of T. Consider
the following statements:
(a) T is continuous;
(b) T is continuous for the Mackey topologies
on E and F;
(c) T is weakly continuous;
(d) T' is defined on all of F';
(e) T ' is continuous from (F ', cr( F ', F) ) into
(E',r(E',E) ) .
One has the implications
While E is a Mackey space, is also valid.
Recall that the polar (in fact, absolute—polar) of a
set B in E is a set B° in E' defined by
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Similarly, if B' £ E' then
Theorem 1.1.3
Let E, F be a LCS with the topological dual E', F'
and Let also that T e L(E,F) with the
adjoint T'. We have
(a)
(b)







where denotes the weak closure of the disked
hull
(f) (TB)° = (T')_1B° ;
Consider a disked 0-neighbourhood V (resp. disked and
bounded set M) in E. Donoted by Ey (resp. E(M)) the normed
space associated to V (resp. M). In fact,
(resp.
where pv (resp. rM) is the guage of V (resp. M) and
is the quotient norm associated to py .
10
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Proposition 1.1.4
Let T e 2b(E,F) with TV= M for some disked
0-neighbourhood V in E and some disked and bounded set
M in F. Then we have the following factorization:
where QV: E Ev and JM: F(M F are
the canonical quotient map and the canonical embedding
map, respectively, and T. 6 £(EV,F(M)) is the mapping
between the nonmed spaces Ev and F(M) induced by T.
An T s 3(E,F) is called a
(a) topological injection if T is injective and. relatively
open
(b) topological suriection it T is open tnence su jeczivel•
It is easy to see that if T is a topological injection
(resp. a topological surjection) from E into F then E is
topologically isomorphic to a subspace of F (resp. F is
topologically isomorphic to a quotient space of E) via the
topological isomorphism (i.e. an operator which is at the
same time a topological injection and a topological
suriection) induced by T.
11
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vector space and
be an operator from E into E., for each« s I. The
projective topology, on E with respect to the family
is defined to be the coarsest l.c. topology 7 on E such that
T. is continuous from (E,ZT) into E., for each a E I.
To end.this section, we introduce a concept suggested
by H. Junek (1983).
By a closed subcategory of LCS, we mean a subclass
of LCS together with all the sets £(E,F) whenever E, F E.
It is often to simply call a closed subcategory of LCS a
category of some LCS. Frequently referred examples are the
category B of all Banach Spaces, iF' of all Frechet space,
Mac of all Mackey spaces and QcBorn of all quasi-complete
bornoloqical LCS.
1•2 Bornological Vector Spaces
The basic references of the theory of bornologies and
bornological vector spaces are the books of H. Hobge-Nlend
(1977), H. Jarchow (1981) and Y.C. Wong (1986). The
following items are mainly taken from Y.C. Wong (1986).
By a vector bornology 8 on a vector space E over IK = fR











is the circled hull of B.
Any member B in 8 is called an 8 -bounded set in E.
A vector bornology 8 on E is said to be
(a) soarated if 8 does not contain any non-trivial vector
subspace of E;
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(b) convex where
and
is the convex hull of B.
Any fundamental subfamily of 8 is called a base for ©.
Clearly, the family
is a base of
By a bornological vector space (bvs) (E,iS), we mean a
vector space E equipped with a separated vector homology 0.
If 0 is convex, we call (E,8) a convex bornological vector
space (cbs).
Assume that (E,tX) is a LCS and that © is a vector
homology on E. Then © is called
(a) closed
(b) cr-disked where
is the g-disked hull of B;
14
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(c) saturated (or polar) if B°°
A bounded disk M in a LCS E is said to be infracomplete
(or a Banach disk) if the associated normed space (E(M),rM)
is complete. A vector bornology IB on E is called complete
if B has a base consisting of infracomplete disks.
Proposition 1.2.1
Let E be a LCS and let B be a bounded disk in E.
Then any one of the following conditions ensures that B
is infracomplete:
(a) B is compact;
(b) B is complete
(c) B is sequentially compact
(d) B is sequentially complete.
The following is of utmost importance in S2.2
Lemma 1.2.2
The image of an infracomplete disk under a
continuous operator is infracomplete.
Proof
Follows easily from a result of H. Hobge-Nlend
(1977, p.11).
15
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Theorem 1.2.3
Let B be a bounded disk in a LCS
a) I f B is a-disked then B is infracomplete.
b) If B is infracomplete and closed then B is
-disked.
Proof
Consider that the mapping
defined by
is continuous and
Then (a) is a direct consequence of (1.2.2).
On the other hand, (b) follows easily by the fact
that if B is -closed then B is also closed in
(E(B),rB) since the rB-topology is finer than the
original topology J.
is now a corollary of (1.2.3a)Clearly,
Let (E,BE) and (F,BF) be two bvs. An operator
T E L(E,F) is called locally bounded if T sends (BE-bounded
sets onto BF-bunded sets. The class of all locally bounded
Dperators from E into F is denoted by B(E,F). In
particular, when F= lK we get the bornological dual
16
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Let B1 and 02 be two separated vector bornologies on a
finer thanvector space E. We say that
or equivalently, the identity map
is locally bounded. In this case, B1, is said to be
compatible (or consistent) with the bvs
Let {(Fa,Ba):dE I} be a family of bvs. Let F be a
vector space and
The final bornology on Fbe an operator for each
with respect to the family
is defined to be the finest vector bornology on F such that
Ta is locally bounded for each aEI.
Frequently referred examples of vector Dornologies on a
LCS E are
(a)mvon(E):= the von Neumann bornology on E,
i.e. the class of all bounded sets in E;
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(b) ?HpC(E) := the precompact bornology on E;
i.e. the class of all precompact sets in E;
(c) (E) := the compact bornology on E;
i.e. the class of all compact sets in E;
(d) fnwc(E) := the weakly compact bornology on E;
i.e. the class of all weakly compact sets in E;
(e) (E) := the finite dimensional bornology on E.
An M 5 E is ftif (E) -bounded if and only iff
It is obvious that TOf(E) is the finest vector bornology on
E and convex. Moreover, one can easily see that every




The basic references of the theory of operator ideals
are the the books of A. Pietsch (1980), H. Junek (1983),
H. Jarchow (1981) and Y.C. Wong (1982c). The following
items are taken from A. Pietsch (1980) and H. Junek (1983).
Throughout this section always denotes a closed
subcategory of L CS containing all finite dimensional LCS.
A class
consisting of continuous operators between spaces in C is
:alled an operator ideal on r: (or simply iaeal on u) IL LL1c
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Operator ideals on the category IB of all Banach spaces
are always simply called operator ideals.
In the following definitions, we suppose that is a
closed subcategory of ILCS with the property that if E
then every subspace and every quotient space of E belongs to
as well.
By a space ideal ift on we mean a class of LCS in





E and E infer
In (SI z), the notation E0 E means that E0 is a
complemented subspace of E, i.e. E = E0 ® E- for some
subspace E- of E, where E is called the complementary
subspace to E0 .
Let if be an operator ideal on C. we define the space
ideal Space (to by E e Space(U) if idE e ll(E,E) .
On the other hand, we define the operator ideal Op(ft)
for each space ideal ft on 6 by the setting that
T e Op(Jft) (E,F) if there are G e (ft , s e G(E,G) and
R e £(G,F)
1.3 Operator Ideals
such that T = RS
An operator T e Op(ft) is called ft -factorable.
Propos1tion 1.3.1




In view of (1.3.1), we see that Op(ft) is the smallest
operator ideal on satisfying the operator ideal equation
Space(H) = ft
for the unknown ideal K. The largest solution (in the
sense of set inclusion) is remined unknown up to now, cf.
SS2.1.7 and SS2.2.7 .
Let 11 and C be two operator ideals on C. The product
-Hoc, the left quotient 111 o C and the right quotient
U o C1 of H and 6 are defined, respectively, by the
following formulae:
H o G(E,F) := {T e C(E,F) : T = RS for some G
R e «(G,F) and S (E, G)
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It is easy to see that
and
An operator ideal U on 6 is said to be injective if we
can always infer T e U(E,F) from the assumptions that
for some topological injection
An operator ideal K on C is said to be suriective if we
can always infer T e 1I(E,F) from the assumptions that T e
C(E,F) and TQ e U(E0,F) for some topological surjection Q e
£(E0,E), where E, E0 and F e Q.
A space ideal ft on C is said to be iniective (resp.
suriective) if every subspace (resp. quotient space) of a
LCS E e ft belongs to
1.3 Operator Ideals
Proposit ion 1.3.2
(a) If U is an injective (resp. surjective) operator
ideal on £ then Space(U) is also injective (resp.
surjective).
(b) If (ft is an injective (resp. surjective) space ideal
on £ then Op((ft) is also injective (resp.
surjective).
m •
We define the injective hull ttln:3 (resp. surjective
hull t(sur) of an operator ideal on £ to be the smallest
injective (resp. surjective) operator ideal on £ containing
11. The injective seed 1inj (resp. surjective seed 1sUr) of
an operator ideal 11 on £ is defined to be the smallest
operator ideal on £ having the injective hull 1Iin3 (resp.
9 9
surjective hull 1Isur) . It is easy to see that U10- and
Unj are, respectively, the largest and the smallest
solutions to the operator ideal equation in the unknown C:
Similar situation is valid to the surjective case.
Obviously, we have
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and
where T means that T can be
expressed to be a finite sum
with for some with the injective hull
for
From now on to the end of this section, we deal with
operator ideals (i.e. operator ideals on 03) only.
An operator ideal 1i is said to be
(a) symmetric if T' e 1I(F',E') always implies T e il(E,F);
(b) regular if KpT e 1I(E,F) always implies T e 1I(E,F);
and
(c) completely symmetric if 11 is simultanuously symmetric
and regular.
where Kp : F F is the canonical embedding mapping
from the SB -space F into its bidual F.
If we set for an operator ideal 11,
1ual(E,F) := {T e C(E,F) : T' s tf(F',E')
and









(c) ' It is completely symmetric = = k .
Proof
See (A. Pietsch, 1980, p.70).
For each B -space E, define
Einj := (Ug,) and Esur := (Ug) .
• •
The B -spaces Ein:j (resp. Esur) possesses the so-called
metric extention property (resp. the metric lifting
property). cf. ( A. Pietsch, 1980, p.34). Moreover, if
Jg s C(E,En) and Qg e C(Esur,E) are defined by
and
then JE is a metric injection (or isometric into) and Qg is
a metric suriection (or isometric onto), in which the word
metric (or isometric) means that Jg and Qg preserves norm,%
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i.e. for all x in the
corresponding domain space.
Proposition 1.3.4
Let it be an operator ideal. Then the injective




See (A. Pietsch, 1980, p.70 and p.73).
Proposition 1.3.5
Let it be an operator ideal. Let also T e C(E,F)







See (A. Pietsch, 1980, p.109 and 111).
By (1.3.5), one can easily observe that the injectivity
of an operator ideal is a topological object while the
surjectivity of an operator ideal is a bornologica1 object.
This explans why we divide the theory of generating methods
into two main streams in the forthcoming chapters.
Proposition 1.3.6
Let 11 be an operator ideal.
(a) sur = nsur
(b) tjinj dual = -ydual sur
(c) H3111 dual d k dual inj
(d) Ure3 sur = «sur re3
Proof
For (a), (b) and (c), see (A. Pietsch, 1980, p.74,
and 75). For (d), see (Y.C. Wong, 1982a). 1
The following list some famous operator ideals dwelt in
this thesis. The notations here appear as usual.
(a)
(b)
the class of all continuous operators.
the class of all continuous operators of finite
rank .
(c) the class of all compact operators.




the class of all veaklv compact operators.
the class of all completely continuous operators.




the class of all strictly singular operators,












the class of all Rosenthal compact operators.
the class of all nuclear operators.
the class of all absolutely summing operators,
the class of all Hilbert operators.
the class of all Banach-Saks operators.
the class of all weakly Bananch-Saks operators.
the class of all limited operators.
the class of all Ge1fand-Phi11ios operators.
the class of all Dunford-Pettis operators.
the class of all weakly sequentially complete
operators.
and many others.
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This chapter can be summarized by the following
introducing
Theorem 2.0.1
Let E and F be two B(anach)-spaces and T e L(E,F).





i.e. T is (topological) bounded;
i.e. T is continuous;
i.e. T is locally bounded;
T is sequentially bounded, i.e. T sends bounded
sequences onto bounded sequences.
It is obvious that we always have
(a) (b) (c) (d)
In case of
(i) E and F being normed, we still have (d) = (a);
(ii) E being bornologica1, we still have (c) =£ (a);
and
(iii) F being normed, we still have (b) (a)
But, in general, we will not maintain any of the above
inverse implication at all.
In view of (2.0.1), we divide this chapter into two
main streams, na-mely, the topological approach and the
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bornological approach, cf. (1.3.5) also. The sequential
approach is contained in the bornological part while we
shall not deal with the topological boundedness until the
next chapter.
Careful readers may find that some main ideas come
from the several papers of I. Stephani (1980b and 1983).
Meanwhile, it is also influenced by Y.C. Wong that we
employ (2.1.4) and (2.2.5) as the main tools in the theories
developed in this chapter. However, we would like to
mention that the concepts of the U-topologies and the
U-bornologies as well as those of the U-topological spaces
and the M-bornological spaces are introduced here by the
author, where V. denotes an operator ideal on the category B
of Banach spaces and such a convention remains valid until
the end of this chapter. Using these terminologies, we
discuss some interesting characteristics of the generating
topologies and the generating homologies in §52.1.4 and
§§2.2.4 .
The final section concerning the duality betwen the
generating topologies seems to be the original work of the
author. The beauties appear in this concluding section
much appreciates the author to believe that our
modification on the definition of generating homologies
and the constructions of QtftlJT)' 1 and (cf. §§2.2.1)
earns its position in the theory of the generating methods
of operator ideals.
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Not far away but in the next chapter, we will see how
this preparing chapter paves a solid foundation for the
theory of operator ideals on locally convex spaces
the title of this thesis.
Any operator ideal appearing in this chapter is
assumed to be an operator ideal on the category B of Banach
spaces.
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2 .1 A Topologocal Approach
li-topologies and Generating Topologies
2.1.1 Introduction
This section is devoted to a generating method to
construct operator ideals by considering the continuity of
its members with respect to particular topological
structures on the domain and the range spaces.
Obviously, the class £ of all continuous operators is
the largest operator ideal. Its members are, by definition,
exactly those continuous with respect to the norm-norm
topologies. In contrast, the class 5s of all continuous
operators of finite rank is the sma11est operator ideal.
Its members are, of course, continuous with respect to the
norm—norm topologies. But the converse is clearly wrong.
In fact, we have the following well-known result.
Prooosition 2.1.1
E, F e B,
where E
Proof
Let T be a continuous operator of
finite rank from a —space E into another
-space F,





of T from E into F.
Conversely, assume T Then there exists
a weak zero neighbourhood LJ in
E
with f| e E', i = 1, 2, ... , n, such that
This implies
And consequently,
codim ker T n .
This means that T is of finite rank.
(2.1.1) expresses the fact that the operator ideal y
consists of exactly those operators continuous with respect
to the weak-norm topologies. It is interesting that the
norm topology and the weak topology on a B -space E are,
respectively, the finest and the coarsest I.e. topology on E
compatible with the dual pair E,E'. This leads us to
suspect that if there is any relationship between the class
of operator ideals and the class of consistent I.e.
topologies on B. This reasoning manages the whole content
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of this beginning section. As a first step, we post the
question
(Pi) : For a given operator ideal K, what topological
structure should the
-space E be armed such that
After a satisfiable treatment to (Pi), we then follow up its
converse programming, i.e.
(Pi) : What kind of compatible I.e. topologies will ensure
the setting
define an operator ideal?
It is exciting that (Pi) and (Pi) are a pair of dual
problems in the sense that they have the same class of
solutions. Some natural development of those techniques
built up in answering (Pi) and (Pi) are discussed in the
forthcoming subsections 552.1.2 and 552.1.3.
Among those very interesting results obtained in this
section, the most disirable may be (2.1.19). It tells us a
lot of information to fix an injective operator ideal. For
example, an injective operator ideal is nothing but a system
of I.e. topologies on (in the eqivalent sense, see the
discussions in 1.4) such that
E and F
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2.1 A Topological Approach Introduction
Many classical as well as some new examples are given
in SS2.1.5. Interested readers may find it very powerful
to collect operator ideals under the terminology of
generating topology. A number of expected results appear in
this subsection and the immediately following subsection
SS2.1.6.
Perhaps, the main course (or the main application) of
this section does not come until the last subsection
SS2.1.7. In this subsection, we introduce the notion of
,t-topological space and using it to classify some classical
catelogs of B -spaces. As the finale, an open problem
concerning the notion of space ideal suggested by A. Pietsch
(1980, p.72) is discussed in the new eqipped language.
It should be highlighted that with the tool of operator
ideals, we can classify the topological structure- of
B -spaces. This principle comes from my supervisor,
Dr. Y.C. Wong, as who suggests, (2.1.4) performs the key to
the discussion thoughout this section.
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SS 2.1.2 u-topologies
We begin this subsection by a key
Definition 2.1.2
Let U be an operator ideal. Denoted by
the family of projective topologies on each B -space E
with respect to the family
.where :o(F) is the original topology on F, in this
case, the norm topology on F. We call (iL)(E) the
1-topology on E and each continuous seminorm on
(E)) an 2[-semi norm (or an U(E) -semi norm if we
want to emphsize the space E). Moreover, E-l':(*U) always
denotes the LCS (E,7:(U)(E)) in the sequel.
Remarks
is a l c topology on E1° It is clear thai
compatible with the cual psir <E,E'>,i.e
2 0 The inclusion
is realized for any B -spaces E and F. In fact, the
topology 9:(1I)(E) is the coarsest l.c. topology on E
2.1 A Topological Approach il-topologies
such that the above inclusion established for
every B -space F.
3° Due to the construction of (11) (E) , it is easy to
see that the I.e. topology (E) is generated by
the system of seminorms on E
with some F e E and T e tt(E,F) }.
Here comes the favourable
Theorem 2.1.3
for any operator ideal 11.
Proof
By the remark 3° after
(2.1.2), there is a continuous seminorm pR on
such that
for some F0 e B and an R e U(E,F0) . Consequently,
by (1.3.5),
The inverse inclusion is straightforward.
As a special case of (2.1.3), we obtain an answer to
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(Pi) when is given to be injective. It seems to be the
best answer we can acheive, cf. the remark 2° after (2.1.2)
and (2.1.14).
We end this subsection by the very powerful
Theorem 2.1.4
A seminorm q on is an t£-seminorm if and
only if the associated quotient map
belongs to where the
completion of the normed space Eg-i(0) equipped with
the quotient norm IMIg induced by q .
Proof
Necessitv
Let q be continuous on Then the equility
gives
Sufficencv
then there exists an
where F
such that
It forces q to be continuous on
2.1 A Topological Approach Generating Topologies
2.1.3 Generating Topologies and Seminorm Ideals
As (2.1.3) has already given a solution to the question
(Pi) we meet immediately the question (Pi), that is, how to
design a system
of I.e. topologies on each B -space E such that the formulae
will define an operator ideal? The notation E always
denotes the LCS (E,!X(E)) throughout this section.
Of course, if we have already had an (injective)
operator ideal V. in hand as the target, the question
becomes to be (Pi) and the solution has just been given by
(2.1.3). But, for a general machinery, let us consider the
following encouraging result which is suggested by my
supervisor, Dr. Y.C. Wong.
Lemma 2.1.5
Let be a system of I.e.




For any R T and S
where E, F, E0 and F0 e SB,
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we have RTS
Proof
The implication (a) (b) is obvious,
For the converse, we consider any T !(E,F) and
any r(F)-continuous seminorm q on F. Associate to g
the canonical quotient map
where denotes, as usual, the completion of the
normed space It is trivial that
Hence by (b). It turns out to
ensure the existence of an (E)-continuous seminorm p
on E such that
Consequently,
The above discussion expresses that
and the proof is thus finished.
2,1 A Topological Approach Generating Topologies
A quick observation will show that the condition (b) in
(2.1.5) is a rephase of the ideal condition (OI2.). The
following condition is thus clear now.
Definition 2.1.6 (I.Stephani, 1983)
A family
of I.e. topologies is called a generating topology if
the following two conditions are established:
(Ti) : On every IB -space E,
where is the original topology on E, i.e.
the norm topology on E;
(T2.) : For any B -spaces E and F, the inclusion
is realized.
Remark
1° As for any I.e. topology we see
easily, by the Mackey-Arens theorem and (T2), that
(Ti) can be strengthened as
2° (T2.) can be strengthened as and
this stronger condition obviously implies (Ti) by
the same reasoning as in 1°, see (2.1.17).
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The designation of (2.1.6) ensures the following
Theorem 2.1.7 (I. Stephani, 1983)
Let tX be a generating topology. Then the setting
defines an injective operator ideal
Proof
As a consequence of (Ti), we see that Q(tX3
consists of continuous operators only. Moreover, the
ideal properties are trivial by (2.1.5). We check the
injectivity directly. So assume T e C(E,F) and S e
for some E, F, E0 and F0 e B and that
Now, if g is a tX(E) -continuous seminorm on E such that
then we have
too. This implies the continuity of T from into F
and thus T , i.e.
Therefore is injective.
By (2.1.7), we can answer (Pi) completely. Comparing
(2.1.3) with (2.1.7), we see that the topological technique
is well-suited to be a powerful tool to study injective
2.1 A Topological Approach Generating Topologies
operator ideals.
The coming two results are expected.
Proposition 2.1.8 (I. Stephani, 1983)
Every U-topology is a generating topology.
Proof
Let be the 11-topology associated to the
operator ideal cf. (2.1.2). We check that turns
out to be a generating topology. However, Condition
(Ti) has been stated in the remark 1° just after
(2.1.2) while condition (T2.) comes from (2.1.5).
Proposit ion 2.1.9 (I. Stephani, 1983 )
For any generating topology on B, we have
Consequently, every generating topology is an
U-topology.
Proof
Let p be an Q( tX] -seminorm on E. Then, by (2.1.4)
and (2.1.7), the associated quotient mapping
Qp e Q[tX3 (E,Ep) -= C(E,Ep). It turns out to ensure the
continuity of p on E
On the other hand, for any continuous seminorm g
on the associated quotient map Qg
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By (2.1.4) again, we conclude that g is an
-seminorm on E.
To end this subsection, we introduce a new set of
conditions equivalent to those in (2.1.6). The following
is due to L. Franco and C. Pineiro (1982). It is quite
surprising that both of the papers writen by I. Stephani
(1983) and by L. Franco and C. Pineiro (1982) did not
mention each other in their reference parts.
Definition 2.1.10
A subclass P of the class P' of all continuous
seminorm on a closed subcategory 5 of LCS is said to
be a seminorm ideal if the components P(E) := P fl P'(E)
satisfy the following conditions:
(Si) : For each a e E', there exists an p e P(E) and
such that
(Si) : If p. and p. P(E) then there exists an p
P(E) such that
(S3) : For every g e P(F) and T e C(E,F) , there
exists an p e P(E) and an « 0 such that
(S 4) : If p e P(E) and g p then g e P(E).
Remark
2.1 A Topological Approach Generating Topologies
Conditions (S2.) and (S4) stand here for the
purpose of ensuring that iP(E) is able to generate a
I.e. topology on E. Condition (S3) is obviously
equivalent to that each continuous operator E into F is
also continuous from Ep into F, where EP and Fp are
the LCS E and F equipped with the topologies ?(P)(E)
and (PMF) indeced by P(E) and P(F) respectively.
Condition (Si) is nothing but saying that the I.e.
topology on E generated by P(E) is finer than the weak
topology on E. However, by taking F = IK in (S3), we
see that (Si) becomes a special case of (S3). Finally,
the supersupposition that all seminorms in P(E) being
continuous with respect to the original topology P:0(E)
furnishes the relation
The following summarizes the foregoing remark.
PrODOSition 2.1.11 (L. Franco and C. Pineiro, 1982)
Then the family
of I.e. topologies F(P)(E) on each B -space E generated
by the seminorm system P(E) is a generating topology.
Conversely, if tX is a generating topology on B,
then the family £ = STCX) of all tX-continuous seminorms
%
constitutes a seminorm ideal.
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Remark
Clearly, the procedures J- and £ play a duality in
the sense that
and
for any generating topology tX and seminorm ideal P .
In the other words, the notion of generating topologies
and the notion of seminorm ideals are identical
concepts.
2.1 A Topological Approach Characterizations
2.1.4 Characterizations of Generating Topologies
After the duality of 1I-topologies and generating
topologies has had an interesting treatment in 552.1.3, we
are going to discover some other favourable results in this
subsection.
The first elegant result concerns the duality of
tt-topologies and injective operator ideals, by which we can
see that the action of taking the injective hull is
equivalent to the action of taking the 11-topology.
Theorem 2.1.12
for any operator ideal 11.
Proof
It is just a rephase of (2.1.3).
(2.1.12) together with (2.1.8), (2.1.9) and (2.1.11)
identifies the equivalences of the notions of generating
topologies, U-topologies, seminorm ideals and injective
ideals. It is not the end but we will add some fresh and
interesting equivalences to the above family in the
following paragraphs. As the prelude, let us mention the
following easy
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Lemma 2.1.13
Let and C be two operator ideals. Then
if and only if
Proof
Straightforward by (2.1.4).
Recall that the injective hull and the injective
seed nj can be given by ~
and
Proposition 2.1.14
Given that t? is a generating topology and il is
the operator ideal induced by tT, i.e. tt = QttXl . Then
for any operator ideal C, we have
if and only if
Proof
Follows directly from (2.1.13).
The above result shows that the largest and the
2.1 A Topological Approach Characterizations
smallest operator ideals inducing the same generating
topology tjr are «lnD and %nj, respectively, where II = am .
This may be viewed as an operator ideal version of
Mackey-Arens theorem. It seems hopefully to become a
powerful tool in the theory of operator ideals as well as in
the theory of the toplogical structures of LCS, cf. §§2.1.7,
see also S3.2 and §3.5 . Moreover, by an analysis of the
content of (2.1.14), we may discover that the U-topology can
be solely determined by those components of tC in the form of
H(E,Fn:') with E and F running through all B -spaces. This
leads us to the following
Proposition 2.1.15
Let 11 be an operator ideal. Then the 1I-topology
coincides with the projective topology induced by
the family
and F runs through all
B -spaces with the metric extention property}.
Proof
Denote the prescribed projective topology by
It is clear that
But for any 11-seminorm q on E, by (2.1.4), Qg
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As a result, g is also an tX(E)-continuous seminorm as
« «
JE being a metric injection and eL113 has the metricg
extention property. This gives
and hence completes our assertion.
Another elegant result of this section bases on the
Lemma 2.1.16 (I Stephani, 1983)
for any generating topologies Tf and tX and for all
B -spaces E and F.
Proof
It is a direct consequence of (1.1.2) by noting
that every B -space is a Mackey space.
Corollary 2.1.17
Let tX be any generating topology. Then
Proof
Follows from (2.1.16) and (Ti).
The very interesting (2.1.17) allows a new equivalence
to joint in the family of notions consisting of injective
2.1 A Topological Approach Characterizations
ideals, tf-topologies, generating topologies and seminorm
4
ideals. (2.1.17) says that a generating topology tX (or, in
the equivalent sense, an K-topology, an injective ideal, a
seminorm ideal) is nothing but the family of I.e.
topologies on the category B of all Banach spaces such that
the class of all tX-tX continuous operators coincides with the
class of all norm-norm continuous operators. This result
can be generalized to the category If1ac of Mackey spaces, cf.
(3.2.12).
The next result may be surprising. It says that
generating topologies are not too weak.
Corollary 2.1.18
and
for any generating topology
Proof
Follows by the following inclusion
: and
The last inclusion is due to the fact that both E and
F are Mackey spaces and (1.1.2).
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The main theorem of this subsection is now ready.
Theorem 2.1.19
Let
be a family of I.e. topologies on each EB -space E. The




is a generating topology;
is an 1I-topology;
the class of all tX-continuous seminorms is a
seminorm ideal;
(d) the setting
defines an (injective) operator ideal on SB ;
(e) there exists an operator ideal K such that each
tX( E)-cont inuous seminorm is exactly those seminorm
g with the associated quotient map Qg
belonging to Hn(E,Eg);
(f) there exists an operator ideal il such that for each
SB -space E, tX(E) is the projective topology on E
with respect to the family
metric extention property};
(g)
And any (i.e. all) of the above implies
(h) and is compatible with the
dual pair E,E' for all E and F e B .





(b) comes from (2.1.8) and (2.1.9).
(c) comes from (2.1.11).
(d) comes from (2.1.7) while (2.1.5) ensures




(e) is just (2.1.4).
(f) is just (2.1.15).
(g) has been stated as (2.1.17) while
(g) = (a) is expressed as a remark after
(2.1.6) .
Finally, (a) = (h) is ensured by (2.1.18), and it
ends our proof.
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2.1.5 Basic Examples of generating topologies
In this subsection, we will give a lot of examples to
illustrate the power of the generating methods of operator
ideals. We begin with two trivial examples. Consider the
systems and of the original (i.e. norm) topologies and
weak topologies. They are clearly the largest and the
smallest generating topologies, respectively, and we have
and
In general, according to the definition of K-seminorm,
we can define the generating topologies such as the
precompact topology the quasi-p-nuclear topology
the strictly singular topology the completely
continuous topology (or the weakly sequentially convergent
topology) the unconditionally summing topology
the absolutely p-summing topology (or the ore-p-nuclear
topology) and etc In principle, a seminorm is
continuous for a particular generating topology i f and
only if it is an seminorm if and only if its associate
quotient map belongs to (2.1.4)
However, it. seems to be more appreciated to give
concrete definitions to continuous seminorms of each type of
2.1 A Topological Approach Basic Examples
the generating topologies mentioned above. The following
are suggested by the characterizations of the corresponding
type of operators.
Definitions 2.1.20
A continuous seminorm g on a 83 -space 5 is called
(a) precompact (D. Randtke, 1972) if
for a sequence (3) e cQ and an equicontinuous
sequence {an in E' ;
(b) quasi-p-nuclear (lpco) (D. Randtke, 1972 or
H. Hobge-Nlend and V. B. Moscatelli, 1981, p.133)
if
for a sequence {an in E' with
(c) strictly singular (I. Stephani, 1983) if
for all s 0 and for all E0 e DIMCE), there
exists an such that
where DIME) denotes the class of all infinite%
dimensional closed subspaces of the IB -space E;
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(d) completely continuous (or weakly convergent) (I.
Stephani, 1983) if
for all weak null sequence {xn in E;
(e) uncondionally summable (I. Stephani, 1983) if
for all weakly unconditionally summable sequence
{xn in E;
(f) pre-p-nuclear (lpco) (Y.C. Wong, 1979, pl46 or
H. Hobge-Nlend and V. B. Moscatelli, 1981, p.133)
if
for a weakly closed and equicontinuous subset B of
E' and a positive Radon measure p- on B;
orp
(g) guasi-CQ(P0)-nuclear (Y.C. Wong, 1979, p.225) if
for an equicontinuous sequence {xn'} in E' and an
is a fixed additive
nuclear
2.1 A Topological Approach Basic Examples
Proposition 2.1.21
Each kind of seminorms defined in (2.1.20) induces
a generating topology (in fact a seminorm ideal). And
the corresponding operator ideals are the ideals of
(a) compact operators for the precompact topologies;
(b) usi-p-nuclear operators
for the guasi-p-nuclear topologies;
(c) strictly singular operators (or Kato operators]
for the strictly singular topologies;
(d) completely continuous operators
for the weakly sequentially convergent topologies;
(e) unconditionally summing operators U
for the unconditionally summable topologies;
(f) absolutely p-summino operators
for the pre-p-nuclear topologies;
and
(g) quasi-aCQ(P0)-nuclear operators
for the quasiP0)-nuclear topologies.
Proof
(a) See (Y.C. Wong, 1979, p.14 p.17) and note that
precompact operators are exactly compact operators
in the category B of all Banach spaces.
(b) For p = 1, see (Y.C. Wong, 1979, p.172) or
(A. Pietsch, 1972, p.59). In general, 1 p oo,
see (H. Hobge-Nlend and V. B. Moscatelli, 1981,
p.131 p. 133).
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(c) We are going to verify that
In fact, means
for some
-continuous seminorm p on E. Now if
the restriction T0 of T to any subspace E0 of E is
an injection then
for some e 0. It is needed to show that E0 is of
finite dimension. Suppose, in contrast, that
dim E0 = co. Then there were an X e DIMEq) such
that
This contradiction forces T to be a strictly
singular operator.
Conversely, if T e S(E,F) then the seminorm g
defined by
is a strictly singular seminorm on E. Indeed, if
E0 e DIME) then the restriction T0 of T to E0
cannot be an injection. According to a lemma
stated 'in (A. Pietsch, 1980, p.48), we can find an
2.1 A Topological Approach Basic Examples
This means
and consequently, g is a strictly singular seminorm
on E. Therefore T e Q[?ssJ(E,F). It follows that
as asserted.
(d) Similar arguement to (c) will do the task.
(e) By regarding the fact that a continuous operator T
is unconditioally summing (i.e. T sends every
weakly unconditionally summable series onto an
unconditionally summable series) if and only if T
maps every weakly unconditionally summable sequence
onto a norm null sequence, an similar arguement to
(c) can achieve the result.
(f) For p = 1, see (Y.C. Wong, 1979, p.70). For the
general case, see (A. Pietsch, 1980, p.232) or
(J. Lindenstrauss and L. Tzafriri, 1977, p.64).
(g) See (Y.C. Wong, 1979, p.225 -p.227).
Remark
The reader is reminded that in case of the
additive nuclear G-space ffl(P0) in (g) being
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substituted by the F-space s of all rapidly decreasing
sequences, the quasi-s-nuclear seminorms are exactly
the strongly nuclear seminorms. In this case, the
corresponding operator ideal is the ideal Rg of
all operators of type s (or quasi-s-nuclear-bounded
operators in terminology of Y.C. Wong, 1979, p.226)
defined bv D. Randkte (1972).
By (2.1.19), we have the following interesting
Proposition 2.1.21
For any ) -spaces E and F, we have
where
denotes the generating system of compact
topologies,
2,1 A Topological Approach Basic Examples
denotes the generating system of quasi-p-nuclear
topologies,
denotes the generating system of strictly singular
topologies,
denotes the generating system of weakly
sequentially convergent topologies,
denotes the generating system of weakly
unconditionally summable topologies,
denotes the generating system of pre-p-nuclear
topologies,
and
, denotes the generating system of
quasi -nuclear topologies with be ing
a fixed additive nuclear G-space.
Remark
Any successor of the chain in (2.1.21) is nothing
but a member of the family of generating topologies (or
K—topologies, or something others in the equivalent
sense, c.f. the discussion after (2.1.17)).
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2.1.6 A Generalization QCytX]-operator ideals
In this subsection, we will generalize the technique
developed in the preceeding subsections. Recall that the
notion of generating topology, or equivalently, the notion
of U-topology, is tailored to answer the questions (Pi) and
(P2.). A natural modification of these problems may be
posted as
Can we obtain an operator ideal by the setting
•V
for some kinds tX and tX of systems of topologies?
The answer is affirmative and stated as the
Theorem 2.1.22 (I. Stephani, 1983)
Let and be two generating topologies. The
class (M!XtX] of continuous operators with components
is an operator ideal.
Moreover, we have the representation
Proof
The fi-rst part is trivial. We check the
representation now.
2.1 A Topological Approach
-operator Ideals
As the inclusion Q[Vth £ Qc5']'1o Q[tT] is obvious,
we examine the inverse inclusion only. So let
we are going to verify that T
In fact, •continuous seminorm on F then the
associated quotient mapping
where
and hence there is a tX-continuous seminorm p on E such
that
This gives the continuity of T from
and the proof is finished.
Remark
Since the left qoutient of two injective operator
ideals need not be injective, the operator ideal
is, in general, not injective.
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Examples 2.1.23 (I. Stephani, 1983)
(a )
for any generating topology XS, where denotes the
generating system of original topologies, i.e. the
norm topologies.
(b) The ideal Dp of Dunford-Pettis operators
Recall that an operator T : E F is
said to be a Dunford-Pettis operator if for any
weak null sequence {xn in E and any r(F' ,FM)-null
sequence {bn in F', we have
It is well-known that (eg. see A. Pietsch, 1980,
p.61)
where Dp is the ideal of all Dunford-Pettis
operators. This formula gives
where is the generating system of
topologies of uniform convergence on weakly
compact sets (cf. (2.3.7)). Therefore, T is a
Dunford-Pettis operator from E into F if and only
5P !F
if T is continuous from E wo into F wc.
2.1 A Topological Approach
-operator Ideals
(c) The ideal OR of Rosenthal compact operators
Recall that an operator T : E F is
said to be a Rosenthal compact operator if T maps
each bounded sequence ixn in E onto a sequence
{Txn in F processing a weak Cauchy subsequence.
It is well-known that (eg. see A. Pietsch, 1980,
p.61)
where ft denotes the ideal of all Rosenthal compact
operators. Hence
Therefore T is a Rosenthal compact operator from E
r
into F if and only if T is continuous from E pc
into F ~wo.
Remark
Since the induced topology of the weak topology
to a subspace coincides with the weak topology of the
subspace itself, it is not difficult to see that both
the ideals Xp and Ware injective.
Theorem 2.1.24 (I. Stephani, 1983)
Let 11 be an injective operator ideal and
idempotent, i.e. 1i = 1i • Then for any operator ideal
%
G 2 11, there exists an injective operator ideal 59 such
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that




Now, the facts that and
infer
On the other hand, if T then
for some R
where E, F and G are all B -spaces.
Clearly, in this case
This stresses the equality
The following example (a) is given by I. Stephani
(1983) .
2.1 A Topological Approach ]-operator Ideals
Examples 2.1.25
(a) Since the infective ideal of all compact
operators is idempotent and contained in the
infective ideals V, B and U of completely
continuous operators, weakly compact operators and
unconditionally summing operators, respectively, we
have
i)
where is the ideal of








(b) Since the injective ideal 36 of all separable
operators (i.e. continuous operators of separable
range) contains the idempotent injective operator
ideal B (see A. Pietsch, 1980, p.60 and p.72), we
have
where is the ideal of
all Grothendieck operators (see A. Pietsch, 1980,
p.62) and ?sep is the 36 -topology.
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2.1.7 H-topological Spaces
This concluding subsection provides a powerful and
natural tool in studying the theory of topological
structures of B -spaces. Based on the well established
background of the theory of operator ideals, we can collect
many important classes of B -spaces in the terminology of
tt-topological spaces.
Throughout this subsection, 11 always denotes an
operator ideal on B.
De finition 2.1.26
A IB -space E Is called an tt-topological space if
the original topology ?0(E), i.e. the norm topology on
E, coincides with the U-topology on E.
Remark
It is clear that E is an -topological space if
and only if E e Space ( it13 ), or equivalently,
idE e «in(E,E) .
2.1 A Topological Approach If-topological Spaces
Proposit ion 2.1.27
The following are all equivalent for a EB -space E:
(a) E is an tf-topological space;
(b) E e Space
(c)
(d) with the metric
extention property.
Proof
See (2.1.19) for the eqivalences involved (c) and
(d) .
Examples 2.1.28
(a) The notion of the -topological spaces (or
-topological spaces) is exactly that of the
-spaces of finite dimension.
(b) The notion of the U -topological spaces is exactly
that of the EB -spaces E with Pelezvnski property:
E contains no copy of c0 .
(c) The notion of the V -topological spaces is exactly
that of the 53 -spaces E with Schur property: every
weakly convergent sequence in E is norm convergent.
(d) The notion of the 2B -topological spaces is exactly
that of the EB -spaces being reflexive.
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(e) The notion of the -topological spaces is exactly
that of the B -spaces being separable.
Some more examples are given by the quotients of two
injective operator ideals. For simplicity, we require that
the quotients under consideration are all injective.
Let 11 and £ be two injective operator ideals. The
following generalizes (2.1.27).
Proposition 2.1.29
Assume 11 1 o £ be injective. The following are all




(d) with the metric
extention property.
(e) the II -topology on E is weaker than the £ -topology
on E.
Examples 2.1.30
(a) The notion of the IB1© V -topological spaces is
exactly that of the B -spaces E with Dunford-Pettis
2.1 A Topological Approach
-topological Spaces
property,: every weakly compact operator from E into
another B -space F is completely continuous.
(b) The notion of the V o £ -topological spaces is
exactly that of the SB -spaces E with Rosenthal
property: E contains no copy of Q ; or
equivalently, every bounded sequence in E has a
weak Cauchy subsequence.
Remarks
The above so-called properties name the operator
ideals
As a tool in studing the topological structures of
03 -spaces, the 11-topology is very desirable. However, we
may sometimes meet the problem described as below.
Assume that we are given a class R of IB -spaces and we
have known some special characters of the members in this
class. It is very interesting to ask whether we can
associate an injective operator ideal U to (ft such that fR is
exactly the class of all 11-topological spaces, and hence we
can study (R with the help of the well established techniques
in the theory of operator ideals. An easy answer may be
that if (and only if) R is itself an injective space ideal
then the injective operator ideal Op(fR) will do the task.
It does look simple but it is not. In fact, quite different
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from (2.1.14), we have no information to determine the set
of all such solutions U that iA is exactly the class of all
41-topological spaces. Of course, Op(iA) is one, and even the
smallest one. But the difficulty comes from the question
how to find the largest one. It is even not known whether
the largest one exists. We are going to investigate the
possibility of such existence.
By (2.1.27), we are easy to discover the equivalence
of the above question and an open problem suggested by
A. Pietsch (1980, p.72), which is stated as the following
(P4) : Given any injective space ideal (A. Does there
exists a largest injective operator ideal II such
that A = Space (II)?
By the Zorn's lemma, it is not difficult to see that there
must exist some maximal injective ideals satisfying the
condition in (P4). However, it is unknown (or, difficult
to know) that whether among them there is one largest.
This problem can be restated as
(Ps) : Is it always true that if 41 and G are two injective
operator ideals such that Space (11) = Space(G) = (A,
then Space((4l + G)11) = A, too?
In (Ps), the ideal (II + G)in-' is the smallest injective
operator ideal containing 41 and G. By the following
(2.1.31), we see that (Ps) is equivalent to
2.1 A Topological Approach U-topological Spaces
(Ps): Is it always true that the least upper bound of two
generating topologies defines the same class of
ii-topological spaces?
Proposit ion 2.1.31
The least upper bound of a family of generating
topologies is also a generating topology.
Consequently, the least upper bound (under set
inclusion) of a family of injective operator ideals
is generated by the least upper bound of the family
of the 1I-topologies associated to these ideals.
Proof
Let tX(E) be the least upper bound of the family
of the I.e. topologies tX(E) on E e B, where {tXj_: i e
1} is the given family of generating topologies.
(Ti) is automatically realized since (E) is
clearly an upper bound of {(E): i e 1} for all
B -space E. For (Ti), assume T e G(E,F) then, by
(2.1.17),
Owing to tX being finer than tX for all i e i, we have
But for tX being the least upper bound of
it follows from() that
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and thus
Although we cannot solve (P6) either, it seems more
meaningful to assume that the original open problem will
have a positive solution by the following
Proposition 2.1.32
For any B -space E and any generating topology,
the LCS E cannot be barrelled, infrabarrelled,
bornological, metrizable or event Mackey unless it is
normable at all, i. e. E is an -topological space.
Proof
Easily follows from the fact that the norm
topoloqy on E is just Mackey and the component (E) of
any generaing topology is compatible with the dual
Pair <E,E'>.
The usage of (2.1.32) to (P6) is shown as follows.
Assume that for some generating topologies 1 and 2
together with their least upper bound give us a counter
example to (P6), i.e. there is an B-space E such that E is
an O -topological space but is neither an
O 1 -topological space nor an O2- topological space. In
2.1 A Topological Approach It-topological Spaces
this case, by (2.1.32), the Banach space is the least
tr tx
upper bound of the LCS E 1 and e 2, both of which are
neither barrelled, infrabarrelled, bornological, metrizable
nor Mackev. It seems not so trivial to give (if any) an
example to fulfil such a strong assumption. Instead, we are
looking for an affirmative answer to (P4).
To end our discussion, we would like to mention an
encouraging result of I. Stephani (1980a) which says that
under some conditions drawn on fft, our problem can be solved
affirmatively. We first introduce some preliminary
notations.
Definitions 2.1.33
(a) An injective space ideal ift is said to occupy the
so-called bicomplementarv property if we can always
infer a BB-space E e ft from the assumption that
every infinite dimensional subspace of E has an
infinite dimensional subspace belonging to ift. i.e.
ifi= {E e B: y E0 e DIMC0(E), 3 X e DIM00(Eo) fl ift}.
(b) For each such ift, denoted by) the class of all
-singular operators: T e g(fft)(E,F) if whenener the
restriction of T to some subspace EQ of E is an
topological injection we can infer that E0 e.
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Theorem 2.1.34 (I. Stephani, 1980a)




is an injective operator ideal;
the class of all£( (ft)-topologica1 spaces coincides
with
and
(c) is the largest injective operator ideal
satisfying (b) above.
Examples 2.1.35 (I. Stephani, 1980a)
(a) The injective space ideal fF of all finite
d imens ional EB -spaces clearly has the
bicomplementary property. The class of all
F-singular operators is exactly the ideal S of all
strictly singular operators.
(b) The injective space ideal Wsw of all somewhat
reflexive B -spaces has the bicomplementary
property by its definition: E s if every
infinite dimensional subspace of E has an infinite
dimensional reflexive subspace. The injective
ideal of all iWsw-s ingular operators is denoted by»
®SW•
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2.2 A Bornological Approach
homologies and Generating Bornoloaies
2.2.1 Introduction
In §2.1, we have studied the topological method in
producing (injective) operator ideals. However, as shown by
a lot of practical examples of operator ideals, we may see
that the bornological properties often play-a more
significant role than the topological properties do. For
example, the ideals IB, ft of compact, weakly compact and
Rosenthal compact operators will show the importance of the
bornological properties. On the other hand, the seguential
properties of the ideals V, ftS, wftS of completely
continuous, Banach-Saks and weakly Banach-Saks operators
highlight another aspect of generating methods in producing
operator ideals. Nevertheless, we find that the sequential
method is in fact a particular case of the bornological
method. By this reason, we do not intend to make an
independent extensive investigation on the sequential method
but consider it as a part of our bornological presentation,
instead.
Analogous to that in §2.1, we will study the notions of
1I-bornologies and generating homologies as well as many
other related interesting topics. The introducing problem
%
of this section can be pharsed by
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(P?): For a given operator ideal Ur what bornological
structures should the 83 -spaces E and F
occupied to make the equlity
hold for any pair of 83 -spaces E and F?
The notation always denotes the class of all
locally bounded operators which, in the usual sense, send
each -bounded set in E onto a -bounded set in F.
Clearly,
(E, F) :(E,F) and
whenever the 83 -spaces E and F are equipped with their
original (i.e. the von Neumann) bornologies ?nvon(E) and
fnvon(F), respectively.
In the sequel, unless otherwise indicated, E, F, E0,
F0, G,... are all B(anach)-spaces equipped with their von
Neumann bornologies and are all bornological
vector spaces (bvs) equipped with the vector bornologies
respectively.
Although some of the basic concepts and examples of
the notion of generating bornologies come from the paper of
I. Stephani (1980b), there is a non-trivial modification on
the original ideas. As a consequence, some results of the
above mentioned paper do not have an easy correspondence in
2.2 A Bornological Approach Introduction
our theory. On the other hand, the comprehensibi1ity of the
notions introduced here earns their rights to appear in this
thesis. The most remarkable feather of our modification may
be that it can be generalized to the theory of operator
ideals on ILCS at ease, see §3.3. Anyway we will mention
explicitly the difference between these two notions wherever
an ambiguity seems to arise.
To motivate our discussion, we give an easy result
here.
Proposition 2.2.1
where ffifCF) is the finite dimensional bornology on F.
Proof
Let T Then It says





and the finite dimensional bounded set
W spanned by
Thus T
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Similarly, it is obvious that for any 83 -spaces E and
we have
Notice that )Tlf(F) and ftVon(F) are, respectively, the
f inest and the coarsest (convex) vector homologies on the
83 -space F, which are consistent with von Neumann homology
on F, cf. the paragraph after (2.1.1).
2.2 A Bornological Approach V-bornologies
2.2.2 it-bornologies
A meaningful first trial in answering (P?) is to
consider the ftl( V) bornological structures analogous
to that has been done in 552.1.2. We are to define ftl(it)
now.
Given an operator ideal V, the final bornology on
each 85 -space F with respect to the family
is denoted by fn(U)(F). The bvs (in fact, convex
bornological space, cbs) (F,?n( it) (F)) is abbreviated by
IX) Using these notations, we set the
De finition 2.2.2
For an operator ideal it on B, the it-bornology on
every B -space F is defined to be ?n(lt)(F). By an
it-bounded set in F, we mean a set in F bounded in the
it-bornology on F.
Remarks
1° Obviously, we have
2° It is a direct consequence of the definition that%
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Moreover, ?fi(U)(F) is the finest vector bornology or
F such that the above inclusion establishes for all
B -space E.
3° Clearly, the U-bornology on F has a base of bounded
sets
The following is a special character of U-bornologies
on the category 83 of Banach spaces, cf. the remark 1° after
(3.3.1).
Proposit ion 2.2.3
Every il-bornology is cr-disked and complete.
Proof
The completeness follows from the fact that every
continuous image of an infracomplete disk is
infracomplete (1.2.2) and the remark 3° after (2.2.2).
The cr-diskedness comes from the identity
for any B -space E and any T= £(E,F), where
is the •disked hull of M.
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By (2.2.4), we see that the normed space (Fw,rw) is
always complete for each bounded set W in F. From now on,
denoted by jw the canonical mapping
jw: (FW, rW) F
Throughout this section.
Here comes the key to the theory being established in
this section ,cf. (2.1.4)).
Theorem 2.2.5
Let u be an operator ideal. For any set W in a
B -space F, the following are equivalent.
(a) W is u-bounded in F;
(b) jw usur )Fw,F).
proof
(a) (b) is ensured by the remark 30 after
(2.2.2) and (2.2.3) while (b) (a) is given by the
following inclusion
2.2 A Bornological Approach u-bornologies
The following lemma is very useful.
Lemma 2.2.4
The o-disked hull W of any bounded set W in a
B-space F is infracomplete.
A diret consequence of (1.2.2a).
proof
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for some E
2.2 A Bornological Approach Generating Bornologies
2.3 Generating Bornologies and Generating Sejuencenesses
In the last subsection, we have seen how a (g-disked)
homology is built up on each B -space through the
bornological properties of an operator ideal. The converse
direction of the just mentioned procedure is introduced now,
as those done in §§2.1.3.
The following is also kindly suggested by my supervisor
Dr. Y.C. Wong, cf. (2.1.5)
Lemma 2.2.6
Let©:= {©(F): F e B} be a system of vector
bornologies on B. Consider the following statements:
(a)
(b) For any R
where E, F, E0 and F0 are all B -spaces,
we have RTS
In general, we have (a)=£ (b). In case of ©(F) being
-disked for all F, we have also
Proof
Since -the direction (a)= (b) is obvious, we check
the converse only. So let T lB(E,F) and W= ©(E).
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Observe that Jw This gives
Consequently,
is ©(F)-bounded and therefore completes our proof.
De finition 2.2.7
A family
of vector homologies on B -spaces is called a





By a gr-disked generating homology we mean a
generating homology with all components being
r-disked.
Remarks
for any vector homology
have, by
Note that ftlf(F) is the finest vector homology on
2.2 A Bornological Approach Generating Bornologies
every B -space F and consequently we have the left
hand inclusion. Anyway (Bi) is a redundent
condition and its appearance is just for the
symmetry between the definitions of the generating
topology and the generating homology.
2°
the inclusion in (B2) may be strict, cf. (2.1.7).
By (2.2.6), we have, as we design, the following
desirable
Theorem 2.2.8
Let S be a generating homology. Then the setting
defines a surjective operator ideal
Proof
Trivial.
The coming two results are favourable.
Proposit ion 2.2.9
Every it-bornology is a -disked generating
bornology.
Proof
Follows easily from (2.2.6).
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Proposit ion 2.2.10
Let be a generating homology. Then
if and only if is x-disked. As a result, every
-disked homology is an U-bornology.
Proof
The necessity follows by (2.2.9). For the
sufficiency, let© be cr-disked. The inclusion
is obvious. So let F and
consider the canonical mapping Jw: F F
S ince
is bounded in Fg for© being x-disked, we have Jv
This in turn implies W is -bounded in
F by (2.2.5)
(2.2.10) suggests the following
Definition 2.2.11
For a generating homology the x-disked hull
(resp. the x-disked kernel is the x-disked
generating bornology defined by
(F) (W c F with M
(resp
2.2 A Bornological Approac Generatinq Bornoloaie
Remarl
It is easy to see tha ) (res i c
finest (resp. coarsest cr-disked generating bornoloq
containing (resp. contained in Clear 1v R i c
y-disked if and only ii
Lemma 2.1.1
For any generating bornology T.rn V —i i ri
Proof
It follows by the definition of 1 Kt n A+- l nrr
that TUtp is cr-disked for all E e and 1
and (2.2.10).
(2.1.12) gives a useful information about the
construction of Q[0]. It tells us that to determine the
ideal QH0] we need to use only the cr-disked members of 0.
This leads us to define the notion of a base of a generating
bornology as below. We will see that the concept of
so-called generating system of sets (resp. ideal system of
sets) introduced by I. Stephani (1980b) is just a base of a
generating bornology (resp. cr-disked generating bornology)
in our sense. Eventaully, these notions are of the same
nature, i.e. to produce surjective operator ideals.
Moreover, they produce same classes of operators ideals.
The only remarkable difference may be that the present one
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much appreciates the author to consider it more natural,
easier to follow in the well-established bornological
language and suitabale to extend to the case of ILCS.
De finition 2.2.13
A family gase Qf bounded sets in EB -spaces is
called a base of a (resp. g-disked) generating
homology if the family© of all the bounded sets with
the circled (resp. g-disked) hull belonging to ©base is
a (resp. g-disked) generating bornology.
Remark
Any generating system of sets in the sense of
I. Stephani (1980b) is a base of a generating
bornology. By a trivial derivation we will see that
any operator which sends norm bounded sets onto bounded
sets of type ®base is in QCB], and vice verse, cf.
(2.2.12). As a result, we can believe that the present
techniques are as least equally powerful as those of
I. Stephani (1980b). In fact, many ideas of this
section come from him, but, of course, expressed here
by our new language and studied here from our new point of
view.
The following is a very powerful concept which is due
to I. Stephani, (1980b).
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Definition 2.2.14
A family
of collections of bounded sequences on each B-space E
is called a generating sequenceness (or generating
system of sequences in the terminology of I. Stephani
(1980b)) if the following conditions are realized:
(Si): the family of all bounded sequences of
scalars is dominated by in the sense
described as follows: We call a collection l (E)
of bounded sequences in E is dominated by
another one - (E), denoted by
if for every sequence (xn) there is a
subsequence
(Si)
for any scalars and any B-space E;
(S3) if (xn) then every subsequence of (xn)
belongs to 5(E), too;
(S4) if (xn) and e £(E,F) then (Rxn) e 5(F).
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Remar
One can easily reach the conditions (Si) through
(S4) by considering the concept of so-called
K-seguenceness similar to those of U-topology and
U-bornology. In fact, we may call a bounded sequence
(yn) in F an It-sequence if it is in the form of (Txn)
for some T e tt(E,F) and some bounded sequence (xn) in
hhe B-space E. By this way, every tt-sequenceness is
automatically a generating sequenceness. However, we
shall not discuss such an idea in this thesis by the
reason stated in the very beginning of this section and
the coming results, especially, (2.2.18) and (2.2.36).
Now, we will produce generating bornologies by the
above concept. Let 5 be a generating sequenceness. Denoted
by )%base(E) the family of all bounded sets M in the
B-space E such that every sequence (xn) in M has a
subsequence (xn) s 5(E). Then we have the
uk
Proposit ion 2.2.15
The family of all (bounded) sets with circle
hull in %base is a generating homology, i.e. )%base
is a base of the generating bornology fn.
Proof
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Let M and N IK and W£ M. It is easy
to see that chM, aM and W are all in For the
sum M+ N, we first notice that both chM and chN
belong to Now
M+ N 9 chM+ chN
and
ch(M+ N)£ chM+ chN
gives M+ N All these together say that:v
is a vector bornology on the B-space E. Finally, we
check the condition (Bi). Let T e C(E,F) and
Then for every sequence (Txn) in TM, we
will have a subsequence (xn) of (xn) such thatk
Clearly, TM is
circled if M is. Hence TM
It is interested to know at what time fTf.350=.
It is easy to answer by an analysis of the nature of the
notion of U-sequenceness, cf. the remark after (2.2.14).
Definition 2.2.16
A generating sequenceness•=§ is said to be norma 1
if for any (xn) e 5(E) and Un) s U Q, we have
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Proposition 2.2.17
For any normal generating sequenceness we have
Proof
We suffice to show that every M has
its circle hull chM 1 (E) for each E-space E,
i.e. (E) is itself circled. To this end, let
(xn)£ chM. Then there is an such that




It may not be surprising that the normalness can
ensure (2.2.17). The only truths are that every
l(-sequenceness is normal and that if we try to define
a notion concerning the concept of sequentially
boundedness, we will find that the sufficient and
necessary condition to make the scalar multiplication
being sequentially bounded under the sequential
boundedness induced by a generating sequenceness 5 is%
that 5 is normal.
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The next theorem tells us that the notion of
generating sequenceness is contained in the notion of
generating homology, which is also a modified version of a
result of I. Stephani (1980b).
Theorem 2.2.18
Let 5 be a generating sequenceness. By the
notation T e Ql[5](E,F) we mean T is an (continuous)
operator from the B-space E into the IB-space F sending
each bounded sequence (xn) in E onto a sequence in F
possessing a subsequence (Txn) e 5(F). Then we
41k
obtain a surjective operator ideal Q( 5] and
Proof
The ideal property of Q[5] is trivial. For the
surjectivity of Gl[ 5), we let S e Q[5](E0,F) and
T e £(E,F) such that TUE 5 SUE0 We need to show
that T e Q[5](E,F). In fact, for any bounded sequence
(xn) in E,
with some bounded sequence (yn) in F. Now, the fact
(Syn) has a subsequence (sYnk}%
infers
as asserted.
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Finally, we check the representation. The
inclusion is an immediate consequence of
the definition of Conversely, let
i.e.
Let (xn) be a bounded sequence in E, W.O.L.G., of norm
less than one. Then (Txn)£ TUE and hence possesses a
subsequence (Tx„) e 5(F). The last statement actually
nk
expresses the assertion T
The complicated relationship of the generating
homologies and the generating sequencenesses will have a
further discussion in the following subsections.
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2.2.4 Characterizations of Generating Bornoloaies
We begin this subsection by an elegant
Theorem 2.2.19 (I. Stephani, 1980b)
For any operator ideal 1X, we have
Proof
Since the ideals of both sides are surjective and
li is clearly contained in GCfn(ii)3, we need to verify
the inclusion Q[fn(li)]£ lisur only.
In fact, if T e Q[Jn( U)) (E, F) then TUE is It-bounded
in F. This infers the existence of an S e it(G,F) such
that TUE SUG and thus T sur (E,F).
The following is trivial.
Lemma 2. 2. 2(
Let il and C be two operator ideals. Then
if and only if
Proof
Trivial
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Recall that the surjective hull Usur and the surjective
seed lsUr of a given operator ideal U can be set to
and
Proposit ion 2.2.21
Given an operator ideal U and the U-bornology
JTK U). Then for any operator ideal C,
if and only if
Proof
Follows easily from (2.2.20).
(2.2.21) suggests that the K-bornology is determined
solely by the components 1i(Esur,F). Hence the following
Proposition 2.2.22
Let 11 be an operator ideal. Then the iX-bornology
coincides with the final homology with respect to the
family
the metric lifting property}.
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Proof
Straightforward by noting that all Esur has the
metric lifting property with E' B.
Recall that s((B) (resp. E((B)) denotes the disked
kernel (resp. o-disked hull) of a generating bornolog S.
The following is a generalization of (2.2.10) and has some
interesting consequences.
Lemma 2.2.23




is itself a base of aAny generating bornology
c-disked qeneratinq bornoloy, i.e
Corollary 2.2.25
Given a generating bornology (B which is not
is aof bounded sets. Theno-disked and a family
if and onlybase of
Moreover, if is itself a generating bornology then
if and only ifis a base of
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(2.2.25) tells us that if is a generating homology
but not
r-disked then the immediate1v larger surjective
operator ideal containing is Stating this in
the other way, we will have another interesting consequence.
Assume that we are given two operator ideal V. and G with
Then the question whether there exists any other
operator ideal lying between and (in the sense of set
inclusion) is equivalent to the question whether there
exists any other r-disked generating bornology such that




be a family of vector bornologies on each B-space F.




is a cr-disked generating bornology;
is an tt-bornology;
is r-disked and the setting
defines an (surjective) operator ideal;
(d) there exists an operator ideal V. such that every
i(F)-bounded set is exactly those W with the
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associated canonical mapping Jw belongs to
(e) there exists an operator ideal i1 such that LB is
the final bornology with respect to the family
E),T): T S 2((E,F) and E E 8 with the
metric lifting property
Proof
(a) (b) comes from (2.2.9) and (2.2.10)
(a) (G) comes from (2.2.6).
(b) (d) is just (2-.2.5).
(b) (d) is just (2.2.22).
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2.2.5 Basic Examples of Generating Bornologies
The most trivial examples of generating bornologies
may be
Examples 2.2.27
The generating system mvon and Mf of the von
Neumann bornologies and the finite dimensional
bornologies are clearly the largest and the smallest
generating bornologies, respectively. Moreover,
and
According to the defintion of U-bounded set (2.2.4),
we can define the generating bornologies such as the
thelimited bornology In1nuclear bornology
the Banach-Saks bornology lBssue-compact bornology
the weakly compact bornologythe compactbornology
the Rosenthal compact bornology 1p, and etc. In principle,
a set W is called U-bounded if and only if its associated
canonical mapping JW belongs to Usur. However, it seems
more appreciated to give concrete definitions to the bounded
sets of each type just mentioned. The following is
suggested by the characterizations of operators of each
so-named ideal.
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Definition 2.2.28
A set W in a B -space F is called
•
for an absolutely summable sequence
n L-- L-(b) unconditionally summable
1980b) if
for an unconditionally summable -series
(c) weakly unconditionally summable (or wuc-set)
Stenhani, 1980b
for an weakly unconditionally summable series
:d) limited (J. Bourgain and J.'Diestel, 1984) if
for any c7(F', F) -null sequence
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Corresponding families of sets of type (a) through
type (d) are denoted by
respectively.
Another way to obtain generating bornoloqies is
through the method of generating sequenceness,
Definition 2.2.29
A bounded sequence in a B -space F is called
(a) fundamental (I. Stephani, 1980b)
form a weakly unconditionally summable series,
(b) limited (J. Bourgain and J. Diestel, 1984) if
for any a-(F', F) -null sequence
nr
c) Banach-Saks if
for some xO E F
Proposition 2.2.30
The following are all generating sequenceness:
of all S0-fundamental sequences,
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(b) im of all limited sequences,
of all Banach-Saks sequences,(c)
of all convergent sequences,(d)
of all weakly convergent sequences,(e)
and
(f) Df all weakly Cauchy sequences.
Proof
are obviousandThe cases
only. In fact,we check






The following generating bornologies are induced
by the corresponding generating sequenceness in view
(a) S0-compact bornology In
(b) compact bornology
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(c) weakly compact bornology
(d) Rosenthal compact bornoloc
Proof
They all can be found from (I. Stephani, 1980b)
Remark
In addition to (2.2.31), we may call the
generating bornology CBS induced by
Banach-Saks bornoloQV.
Proposition 2.2.32
The generating bornology induced by slim is Mlim
Proof
First, we may notice that Ili T. is normal. Hence
Let W siM(F). Then
y aofinii- inn_
limit suo
F'. Thisfor any o(F',F)-null sequence
implies
1 imit
for o(F' F) -null sequence (yn) in F' and any
in W. Hence Wsequence
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Conversely, if W is a bounded set in F such that
every sequence In W has a limited subsequence
Z14-- aiiminwe need to check that W
contrast, that there were some null sequencew
for some S Then by the assumption that W E
Le is a subesequence such
This is a contradiction and thus W is a member in
Proposition 2.2.33
The generating bornologies
im are all all disked,
rnn f
or the case of M,., see (J. Bourqain and J.
Diestel, 1984). For all the other readers are referred
to (I. Stephani, 1980b). i
We are now rich enough to give a number of examples to
illustrate the power of the generating bornologies.
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Proposition 2.2.34
Corresponding to the generating bornologies
defined above, we have the following ideals of
(a) co-nuclear operators Asur for the nuclear
bornology In...
(b) limited operators dim for the limited bornology
lim
(c) Banach-Saks operators BS for the Banach-Saks
bornology I%S
(d) compact operators A for the compact bornology
(e) weakly compact operators 2 for the weakly compact
bornoloav
(f) Rosenthal compact operators 9 for the Rosenthal
compact bornology M.
and
(g) s o-compact operators Do for the S o-compact
bornoloav 1s
Proof
For (a),, see A. Pietsch, (1980, p.112)
For (b), see L. Drewnowski, (1986).
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2.2 A Bornological Approach Basic Examples
For see (2.2.18)
Finally, (d), (e), (f) and (g) are given by
I. Stephani, (1980b).
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2.2.6 A Generalization
Operator Ideals
The definitions of and should go back
to I. Stephani, (1980b). But as we employ a different set
of constructions for ft) and Q, we give here two modified
proofs of the following results suggested by I. Stephani.
Theorem 2.2.35 (I. Stephani, 1980b)
Let and be two generating bornologies. The
class of operators defined by
E and F
is an operator ideal. Moreover, if is c-disked
then
Proof
Condition (OI0) follows from the equalities
while the other ideal conditions are obvious.
Moreover, in the asserted representation, the
one side inclusion is trivial.
For the other side, let T
and
Then the canonical map
110
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It finally follows from TW 9
Remark
Since- the right hand quotient of two surject-ive.
operator ideals need not be surjective, need
not be surjective even if G3' is a--disked.
Recall that for any generating sequencenesses N and
possessing ameans that every sequence
Similar to we navesubsequence
'heorem 2.2.36
Let IF and IF' be two generating sequencenesses
£ (E, F) and T send
eacn sequence c x..,_ t CI) ULIUU a 0 %4 LA GlIVI
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having a subsequence Then is
an operator ideal. Moreover, is normal then
Proof
Condition (OI o) follows from the fact that
Where Ls the generating system of all (norm) bounded
sequences. The other ideal conditions are trivial.
Now, assume IF' is normal.
be circledand M e Suppose
By definition, there is a sequence
IF(F). But sincein TM having no subsequence
it has a subsequence
has a further subsequence
contradiction.
It is easyConversel let T e
to see that the range of any sequence
by noting that 3' is normala bounded set in E
is bounded in
The set
Therefore, there is a subsequence
This ensures Tbelongs to
2.2 A Bornological Approach
To obtain a more beautiful use of we make the
Definition 2.2.37
Given any two qeneratinq seauencenesses 5 and 5'.
We say that 5'(E) is coordinated to 5(E) if the
following condition is realized:
(C): For any (xn) the following are
equivalent:
(a)
(b) there is a subsequence (xn) of (xn) contains
k 11
no further subsequence belonging to 5(E).
We write, in this case,
If for all 83 -space E then we write
Remark
Readers should be refered to the oriqinal
definition of I. Stephani (1980b) to find that we have
posted a weaker condition. However, we believe that
our approach may fit better in our discussion.
The following is remarkable
2.2 A Bornological Approach
Theorem 2.2.38
Assume be two qeneratinq sequencenesses
such that for some
-space F. Then
consists of exactly those bounded
operators sending sequences of the type '(E) onto
sequences of the type for any B -space E.
Proof
Assume T Now,
suppose Txn) 5(F). Since (Txn) by (S 4). we
have the condition (b) in (2.2.37). Therefore, we
might have a subsequence (Txn) having no further
J1k
subsequence of the type However, by the facts
that, we
reach the asserted contradict ion.
Corollarv 2.2.39
Let and be as in (2.2.38) and assume, in
addition, that is normal. Then,
the operator ideal consists of exactly those
operators sending sequences of the type
onto
sequences of the type
Proof
Follows from (2.2.36) and (2.2.38).
Here come a lot of examples.
2,2 A Bomological Approach
Examples 2.2.40
Proof
(a), (b), (c) and (d) have been verified by I.
Stephani (1980b) in a stronger sense, cf, the remark
after (2.2.37). (e) follows from the fact that each
limited sequence is weakly Cauchy (see J. Bourgain and
J. Diestel, 1984) and (c).
Examples 2.2.41
The following operator ideals have the
desirable representations.
(a) The ideal U of unconditionally summing operators
or
115
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(b) The ideal V of completely continuous operators
or
(c) The ideal w69 of weakly seQuentially complete
operators
(d) The ideal GE of Gelfand-Phillips operators
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(e) The ideal w£6 of weakly Banach-Saks operators
Proof
(a), (b) and (c): see (I. Stephani, 1980b).
(d): see (L. Drewnowski, 1986) and (2.2.40e).
(e): just the definition. In fact, an T e G(E,F) is
called weakly Bananch-Saks if T sends each weakly
convergent sequence onto a sequence possessing a
Banach-Saks subsequence.
Using this machinery, we can produce as many operator
ideals as the arbitrary combinations of generating
bornologies or generating sequencenesses.
Analogous to (2.1.24), we have
Proposition 2.2.42 (I. Stephani, 1980b)
Let U be a surjective idempotent operator ideal.
Then for any operator ideal there exists an
operator ideal such that
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On the other hand, if T
for some R
with some B -space G. Hence
Examples 2.2.42 (I. Stephani, 1980b)
(a) Since the surjective ideal R of compact operators
is idempotent and contained in the surjective
ideals IB, ft and £0 of weakly compact operators,
Rosenthal compact operators and SQ-compact
operators, respectively, we have




(note that we do not know, at this time,
whether is cr-disked. The last eqality
above is given by I. Stephani (1980b) with a
direct verification.)
(b) Since the ideal IB of weakly compact operators is
idempotent and contained in the surjective ideal 9?
of Rosenthal compact operators, we have
where is the ideal of
weakly sequentially complete operators.
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2.2.7 H-bornoloaica1 Spaces
To serve as the finale of this section, the following
will show a beautiful picture of rich examples. Most of
the named properties concerning B -spaces are discussed now
as well as those discussed in SS2.1.7.
Throughout this subsection, —11 always denotes an
operator ideal.
Definition 2.2.43
A B -space F is called an IX-bornoloaical space if
the von Neumann bornology on F coincides with the
1X-bornology on F, i.e.
Remark
It is clear that F is an U-bornological spar:e if
and only if F e Space(1isur) if and only if idp e
1Xsur (F,F).
Prooosition 2.2.44
The following are all equivalent for a B -soace F:
%
(a) F is an 11-bor no logical space;
2.2 A Bornologlcal Approach U-bornologlcal Spaces
(b)
(c)
(d) f with the metric
Proof
lifting property;
See (2.2.22) for the equivalence concerning (c)
and (d).
Examples 2.2.45
(a) The-notion of the
-bornoloaical spaces (or
-bornological spaces) is exactly that of B -spaces
of finite dimension.
(b) The notion of the U -bornological spaces is exactly
that of B -spaces F with the Pelezvnski property: F
contains no copy of cQ.
(c) The notion of the ffi -bornological spaces is exactly
that of reflexive B -spaces.
(d) The notion of the -bornological spaces is exactly
that of separable B -spaces, where is the
surjective ideal of separable operators.
(e) The notion of the -bornological spaces is
exactly that of -spaces F with the Banach-Saks
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property: every bounded sequence in F has a
subsequence with convergent arithmetic mean, i.e. a
Banach-Saks subsequence.
(f) The notion of the
-bornoloqical spaces is exactly
that of
-spaces F with the Rosenthal property: F
contains no copy of
Some more examples give rise from the quotients of two
surjective operator ideals. For simplicity, we require that
the quotients under consideration are all surjective.
Let H and G be two surjective operator ideals.
Proposition 2.2.44
Assume that tfoG1 is surjective. The followinq
are all equivalent for a B -space F:




F e Space( tloG1);
with the metric
lifting property;




2.2 A Bornological Approach U-bomological Spaces
Examples 2.2.45
(a) The notion of the o i-bornoloqica1 spaces is
exactly that of the© -spaces F with the weak
Banach-Saks property: every weakly convergent
sequence in F has a Banach-Saks subsequence, i.e.
a subsequence with convergent arithmetic mean.
(b) The notion of the o 1-bornological spaces is
exactly that of the B -spaces F with the
Gelfand-Phi11ios property: every limited set in
F is relatively norm compact.
i
Remark
The above so-called properties name the
surjective operator ideals w$S= o b_1 and
To end this final subsection, we would like to mention
that there is an open problem concerning the class of
K-bornologieal spaces as well as that discussed in §§2.1.7.
However, we shall not have a further study here to avoid the
possible extensive increase of the length of this thesis.
Anyway, readers should be noted that it is not so
fortunate in the bornological case to maintain the dual
version of the I. Stephani's result (2.1.35). In fact, no
similar result to. (2.1.35) in this case has been established
upto now.
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2.3— Duality between Generating Topologies and Generating
Bornologies
In this last section, we will investigate the
relationship between the notions just introduced in the
preceeding two sections. In principle, we will employ the
bipolar theorem (1.1.3e) to connect the concepts of the
generating topologies and a generating bornologies. As the
main result, (2.3.8) performs as the bridge connecting the
notions of the 1X-topological spaces and the K-bornological
spaces.
We should make some convention first. All polars dwelt
on in this section are absolute polars, Polars taken with
respect to the dual pair E,E' are denoted by M° while
polars taken respect to E',E are denoted by M where M is
a set in one of the spaces E, E' and E.
We begin with a modified version of a result of
I. Stephani (1983).
Prooosit ion 2.3.1
Let ! be a generating homology. The family
of the I.e. topologies ©°(E) of the uniform convergence
on the sets' in ©(E') defines a generating topology©°.
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Proof
Since the norm topology on the B -space E is the
strong topology for the dual pair E,E and 0
consists of bounded sets only, we see that
-topology
and thus (Ti) is satisfied.
(Ti) is checked as follows. Let T e 2(E.-F). For
any continuous seminorm
for some M Now
is the continuous seminorm onwhere
I n faciinduced by the set T'l
completes our assertion that T E
Remark
If (B is replaced by its saturated hull Osat in the
above proposition, the generating topology (tat)o is
identical with (B°. Hence, we may assume that (B is
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saturated (and hence (r-disked). Such a generating
bornology is called a saturated generating bornology.
The following result is dual to (2.3.1).
Proposition 2.3.2
generating topology. The family
of equicontinuous bornoloqies 'O(F) on each B -space F
associated to the l.c. topologies '(F') on F' is a
saturated generating bornology on the category B.
It is easy to see that (F) consists of bounded
sets only. To derive the condition (B2), let
for some disked




Consequently,i.e. TM is bounded
2.3 Duality between Topologies and Bornoloqies
Examples 2.3.3
The most trivial examples may be the following:
and
Proof
Straightforward. See also (2.3.6)
It-is clear that tX°°(E) and ©°°(E) are, in general, not
identical with tX(E) and ©(E) unless E is reflexive.
However, it is quite appreciated if the underlying
generating topology (resp. generating homology) is an
U-topology (resp. U-bornology) associated to some svmmetrie
(resp. completely symmetric) operator ideal 1i.
Proposition 2.3.4 (I. Stephani, 1983)
Let K be a symmetric operator ideal and fn() be
the U-topology. Then
Proof
See I. Stephani, (1983).
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Proposition 2.3.5
Let 11 be a completely symmetric operator ideal
and ?(U) be the U-bornology. Then
Proof
Assume T e Usur(E,F). Then we can find an
R e U(G,F) such that
By the setting
we have a disked and closed 0-neighbourhood in
(F',?(«) F')) since R' e tiual (F', G') 9 «(F',G'). It
follows that
and consequently TUE is bounded in (F,? 11) °(F)). This
turns out to give that T e Q}( 5C( if)°] (E, F).
Conversely, let T e Q(5P( tl)°] (E,F). Then TUS is
bounded in (F,?:( IX) °(F)) and thus there is a disked and
closed 0-neighbourhood V in (F',?(11) (Fy)) such that
Now, as 5P( It) (F') is a projective topology with respect
to the family of operators in 1i(F',F0) for F0 runninq
through all Banach spaces, we can find an B -space G
2,3 Duality between Topologies and Bornologies
and an R such that
It follows from
that
By noticing that R We have
Thank to a result of Y.C. Wong (1382a), namely,
(esur)reg_ (GreqjSur
for any operator ideal we attain the assertion that
T
since 11 is assumed to be completely symmetric (hence
regular). This completes our proof.
Theorem 2.3.6
Let U be a symmetric operator ideal. Then
If U is even completely symmetric then
Consequently, in case of 11 beinq completely symmetric,
we have
as well as
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Proof
Follows easily from (2.3.4), (2.3.5), (2.1.9),
(2.1.14), (2.2.10) and (2.2.21).
Examples 2.3.7
As the ideals and of compact opertors and
weakly compact operators are both completely symmetric
and the ideal A of nuclear operators is symmetric, we
have
and
where and (resp. are the
generating system of nuclear topologies, precompact
topologies and weakly convergent topologies (reso.
nuclear homologies, compact homologies and weakly
compact homologies), respectively. Note that
the generating system of compact topologies on the
category of Banach spaces.
The above equalities show that each of the three
generating topologies is the polar topology induced by
the corresponding system of homologies. On the other
hand, the compact homologies and the weakly compact
homologies are the equicontinuous homologies of the
2.3 Duality between Topologies and Bornologies
corresponding system of topologies.
The following concluding result is very desirable.
Theorem 2.3.8
Let E be a fB -space
(a) Let U be a symmetric operator ideal. Then
E is an U-topological space
iff
E' is an U-bornological space
(b) Let K be a completely symmetric operator ideal.
Then
E is an U-bornological space
iff
E' is an -topological space
Proof
These assertions are ensured by the following
spnupnrps of eauivalences.
For the assertion (a):







E is an 1i-topological space.
%
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For the assertation (b):






E is an tt-bornological space.
Trivial examples can be given by those properties
determined by the ideal JF, B and% of finite rank
(continuous) operators, weakly compact operators and Hilbert
operators, respectively, where an T® £(E,F) is called a
Hilbert operator if T can be factorized through a Hilbert
space. Namely, for a B -space E,
(a) E is of finite dimension iff E' is of finite dimension;
(b) E is reflexive iff E' is reflexive;
and
(c) E is a Hilbert space iff E' is a Hilbert space.
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The treatment to the generating method in the last
chapter has shown the power of the machinery of qeneratinq
methods. These techniques are generlized here to the theory
of operator ideals on LCS. We find that it is also very
productive to achieve a lot of knowledae concerning the
topological structure as well as the bornoloaical structure
of a LCS by the tools of 1I-topologies and U-bornologies.
In the first section, we will construct the injective
hulls and the surjective hulls of operator ideals on LCS. A
new result (3.1.11) concerning the construction of the
surjective hulls of operator ideals on the category ®c®orn
of quasi-complete bornological LCS is given by the
author there.
The subsequent two sections qeneralize the methods of
H-topologies and 1i-bornologies to their LCS versions. They
do keep-their favourable features in this case.
The most successful application of the developed
techniques may be the bounded operator ideals studied in
53.4. Moreover, in this section, we give a counter
«v
example for a result claimed by L. Franco and C. Pineiro
(1982).
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In the final section, we will collect a rich set of
examples of bounded operators. Most, if not all, of them
are taken from the books of Y.C. Wonq (1976 and 1979).
Readers may find it satisfactory to use such a set of
terminlocfies-to classify many important classes of LCS.
3.1 Constructions of Infective Hulls and Surjective Hulls
' 3.1 Constructions of Injective Hull and Surjective Hull
of an Operator Ideal on 1LCS
The questions concerninq the concrete constructions of
the injective hull and the surjective hull of a qiven
operator ideal on 1LCS are mentioned by A. Pietsch (1980) as
two open problems. In 1982, L. Franco and C. Pineiro gave
an answer for the problem concerning the construction of
injective hulls while the other one remains unknown up to
now. However, if we do not deal with the whole class LCS,
but put attention on the closed subcategory (QcBorn of
quasi-complete bornological LCS instead (all F -spaces
belong to this class), we can handle the question that how
to construct surjective hulls of operator ideals on HJfBorn.
We first qive a brief content of the L. Franco and C.
Pineiro (1982) construction.
Definition 3.1.1
We associate to each LCS E the LCS
equipped with the product topology, where (B) is the
03 -space of all bounded functions from B into IK and
(EJ) is the equicontinuous bornology on E' with
respect to the dual pair E,E.
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Remark
i•
E nj is clearly a complete LCS. The product
? •
topology on E n:i can be generated by the family of
continuous seminorms in the form of
where A
Lemma 3.1.2
For any fixed b e g(E') and any fixed x e E, the
mapping
defined by
is a bounded function defined on B. That is
Proof
The fact B e g(E') ensures the existence of a
disked and closed 0-neighbourhood li in E such that
or equivalently,
and b
Now, for any x s e, there is an 6 IK such that
3.1 Construct!ons of Injective Hulls and Surjective Hulls
and hence
It then follows from




is a topological injection.
Proof
By (3.1.2), JE is well-defined. Clearly JE is




S i nee covers E', we have
Hence JE is injective. To check JE is contionuous,
let gA be a continuous seminorm on Ein defined as in
the remark after (3.1.1). Observe that
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for the gauge of some disked and closed
0 neihbourhood U in E with A£ u°. This means that Jg
is continuous. Finally, for any disked and closed
0-neighbourhood U in E, we have U° sg(E') and hence
(by the bipolar theorem)
This implies Jg is relatively open.
Theorem 3.1.4
Let K be an operator ideal on ILCS. The injective
hull iXin of IX is given by
Proof
See L. Franco and C. Pineiro (1982).
Analogous to the above result of L. Franco and
C. Pineiro, we now give a construction of the surjective
hull of a given operator ideal on the category Qc®orn of
quasi-complete bornological LCS.
3.1 Constructions of Injective Hulls and Surjective Hulls
Definition 3.1.5
Let E i.e. a quasi-complete
bornoloqical LCS and denoted by IMvon(E) the
von Neumann bornolocry on E. Define
as a base of the saturated hull of IMvon(E).
Remark
1° Clearly fn°°(E)£ IMy-onE and °°'E) covers E.
2° Every member M of JTl (E) is complete since every
closed and bounded set in E is complete.
Definition 3.1.6
the I.e. direct sum of the family of B -sDaces
equipped with the standard 1-norm
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Remark
Esur is clearly a complete bornoloqieal (hence
barrelled) LCS. In particular, Esur s ©cBorn.
Lemma 3.1.7
Let E e ®c©orn. The mapping
defined by
is a topological surjection, where the sum£ QO
Be fri (E)
should be understood to be a sum of finitely many
terms.
Proof
To avoid complicity of notations, from now on we
abbreviate$ OQ and S 00(n. by® and£
B s fri (E) B e ft) (E) B B
respetively, if no confusion arises.
Firstly, we check that QE is well-defined. In
fact, for any B e fn°°(E), b is complete and hence
for those Now the sum is a sum
3.1 Construct!ons of Injective Hulls and Surjective Hulls
of finitely many nonzero terms and hence Qp
ov 1 rc
The fact that QE is linear and surjective is
quite obvious. To derive the continuity of QE, let U
be a disked and closed 0-neighbourhood in E. It
is needed to find a 0-neighbourhood V in Esur such
that
To this end, observe that for any fixed B e fn°°
there is an such that
Let Un o be the unit ball of the SB -sDace
Then U consists of all such f
Now set
where
finitely many nonzero terms j
Then V is a 0-neighbourhood in E (cf. H.H.Schaefer
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p.55 or G. Kothe p.211) and for any
and
Due to 1 being a sum
of finitely many nonzero terms, QE is continuous.
Finally, we check QE is open. So let V be any
disked and closed 0-neighbourhood in Esur, we need to
verify that QE(V) is a bornivorous disk in E because
E e (DcBorn. W.O.L.G. we can assume V is in the form of
wi th 0 for all B Now Qe(V) is clearly
disked. Consider any bounded set N in E. Let BN= N°°






the unit ball of Consequently,
3.1 Constructions of Infective Hulls and Surjectlve Hulls
This turns out to give that
and therefore QE(V) is absorbing. As E is
bornoloaical, QE(V) is thus a 0-ne icrhbourhood in E and
therefore our assertion is attained.
The following lemma is very useful for the subsequent
discussion.
Lemma 3.1.8
Let E and F be two LCS and let
be a topological surjection from E onto F. Then the
images of IMvon(E) and fn°°(E) under T are identical with
and respectively.
Proof
Clearly, both of the images of IMvon(E) and fn°°(E)
under T are contained in r0n(F) an fn00(F),
respectively. Now for any bounded set (resD. bounded
closed disk) N in F, we need to find a bounded Set
(resp. bounded closed disk) M in E such that TM= N.
Consider any closed and disked 0-neighbourhood V%
in E. TV is also a closed and disked 0-neighbourhood
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in F. For N is bounded, there is an 0 such that
Set
M V is a closed and disked
0-neiqhbourhood in E}.
Then M is obviously bounded and TM= N. If, in
addition, N is disked and closed, we see that T~1(N) is
also disked and closed. It follows that M is also
closed, bounded and disked.
As a by-product, we have
Corollarv 3.1.9
Let E be a LCS and E0 a quotient space of E. Then
the von Neumann bornoloqy IMvon(E0) on E0 is induced by
the bornoloqy IMvon(E) on E via the quotient map
In other words, the bornoloqical quotient space
coincides with the topoloqical quotient space equipped
with the von Neumann bornology.
Return to our construction again. The following is the
heart of our construct ion, which expresses that the space%
Esur shares some kind of lifting property.
3.1 Construct ions of Infective Hulls and Surjective Hulls
Lemma 3.1.10
Let E, F= iRfBorn, T= £(E,F). Then there exists
an T 4 e £(Esur, Fsur) such that
If, in addition, T is a topological surjection




Firstly, denote for each C e ffl00(F) the set
Op:={ B e fn00(E): TB= C}
and if C«p is not empty, for each B e Gp the sets
,8,7:= xsb: Tx= y} y y e c.
Recall that the notation® (resp., S, and I!)
B C B C








0 in case of
Since there are only finitely many
and we see that
is finite and is a sum of
finitely many non-zero terms for each Hence gc
is well-defined. Moreover,
In case of Owing to the sum




3.1 Constructions of Injectlve Hulls and Surjective Hulls
Next we check the continuity of Tl. So let V be
a 0-neighbourhood in Fsur in the form of
where
wi th
Then U is a 0-neighbourhood in Esur and
In fact, for any
for only finitely many
In the other words,
Now let
Then by
Either of them implies
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and hence V since clearly
The commutativity of the upper half of the diagram
can be verified easily as follows. Assume$ fD s Esur,
B B
Goto the lower half of the diagram at this time.
So let T be a topological surjection from now on. To
define the operator
we need to make some convention in advance.
3.1 Constructions of Infective Hulls and Surjective Hulls
For the family{ TB: B e fn00(E)} cover inq
)Ti00(F) by (3.1.8), we can choose, by axiom of choice,
a subfamily A:={ Bc: C e m00(F)} of fn00(E) such
that
Once again, by axiom of choice, we divide each Bc into
two parts, namely Bc and Bc such that
is a bijective mapping (obviously, may not be linear
or continuous, either).
Fixing such a conf icrurat ion, we are ready to
define the desired operator A by setting
wi th
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Hence A is well-defined and clearly linear. Moreover,
for any 0-ne ighbourhood U in Es,jr in the form of
where
wi th
0-neiqhbourhood in Fsur and for any
beinq a sum of finitelv many non-zero










Consequently, can be determined by B
solely in an one-to-one pattern for each B e fn00(E)
This complicated procedure ensures that A is
3.1 Constructions of Infective Hulls and Surjective Hulls
continuous.
Finally, we check the commutativity of the
remained part of the diagram. To this end, we let
Suppose
Notice that under the current assumDtion that T is a
topological surjection, no CT is empty and
is bijective.
Therefore,
and the proof is finished.
Recall that by we denote for the category of
quasi-complete bornoloaical LCS. The main result of this
section comes to be
Theorem 3.1.11
For each operator ideal it defined on the
surjective hull of U is given by
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for all E, F
Proof
V
Denoted by u the family of continuous operators on
the left hand side in the asserted equality. The ideal
properties (0Io) and (01 t) are obvious for 11 while
(012) follows from the first half of (3.1.10) in a
straightforward manner. We thus check only the fact
that 11 is the smallest surjective operator ideal
containing 11.
In fact, if
is a topological surjection and T e G(E,F) such that
or equivalently,
where E, F and G e (DcBorn. Then, by the followinq
commutative diagram given by (3.1.10),
3.1 Constructions of Infective Hulls and Hulls
we have
Hence
by definition. This means that II is surjective.
Finally, assume if0 is another surjective operator
ideal containing if, then for any T e i((E,F),
It follows from the surjectivity of lf0 that
as Qe being a topological surjection. Consequently,
V
It turns out to give that if is the surjective hull
of if, i.e.
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Remark
Since Esur is a I.e. direct sum of fiB-spaces, it is
barrelled and bornological. As a result, every
quotient space of Esur must share these two properties.
For this reason, using the current machinery to produce
surjective hulls of operator ideals, we are forced to
restrict our attention on only the closed subcategory
of LCS consisting of only barrelled and bornological
LCS. Nevertheless, the assumption concernina
quasi-completeness seems hopefully to be-removed from
our discussion, or replaced bv a weaker condition.
3.2 IX topologies and Generating Topologies
3.2 -topologies and Generating Topologies
Using the ideals developed in 52.1, we can define the
notions of 11 -topologies and generating topologies. It is
found that the generating method is almost equally
successful when the category dealt with is changed from
B -spaces to any closed subcategory of The
corresponding version of the powerful result (2.1.19) is
obtained in the category IMac of Mackey spaces.
In the sequel, we denote by£ for a closed subcategory
of 1LCS and by It for an operator ideal defined on£.
De finition 3.2.1
Let E By the 1X -topology (IX)(E) on E we
mean the projective topology on E with respect to the
family
where is the original topology on F. A seminorm
on E is called an IX -seminorm (or an 1X( E) -semi norm to
emphasize the spece E) if it is continuous with respect
to the IX -topology on E.
Remarks
1° Clearly the system of 1X( E)-seminorms in the form%
of
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for some
-continuous seminorm g and
T e K(E,F) generates the -topology on E.
2° By the construction of (10(E), it is easy to see
that
Definition 3.2.2 (L.Franco and C. Pineiro, 1982)
A family of I.e. topologies
is said to be a generating topology if the following
two conditions are realized
(Ti)
(TO
where (E,tX(E)) is, as usual, the LCS E eguipped
with the I.e. topology
Remarks
1° As for all l.c, topology, we have, by (T2),
that
i.e.
Hence it follows from the Mackey-Arens theorem that
3.2 it-topologies and Generating Topologies
(Ti) can be strengthened as
2° By (1.1.2), we see that the equality
is, in general, not valid, unless IMac the
category of Mackey spaces. A counter example can
be given by considering E= (G,t(G,GM)
and F= for some LCS G of infinite
dimens ion,
3° Condition (T2.) can be restated as
(T2'): for any R e £(F,F0), T and
S
the composition RTS (cf. (2.1.5))
With the tool of generating topology we can produce
infective operator ideals. In turn, the-notions of
11-topologies, generating topologies and seminorm ideals are
found to be identical concepts.
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Proposition 3.2.3
Every tt-topology is a generating topology.
Proof
(Ti) has been mentioned in the remark after
(3.2.1), while (Ti) is verified as follows. Let
T e £(E,F) and q be an U-seminorm in F, where
E, F e 5. Now, we can assume
for some
-continuous
seminorm r on G. It follows that
Since p:= ros ot is an 11-seminorm on E for
ST e UC(E,G), the inequality
establishes the fact that
and hence the asserted inclusion is reached.
Refer to the definition of a seminorm ideal (2.1.10),
we have
Proposition 3.2.4
Every seminorm ideal determines a generating
topology and the class of all continuous seminorms with
respect to a generating topology is, in turn, a
seminorm ideal.
3.2 U-topologies and Generating Topologies
Proo f
See L. Franco and C. Pineiro (1982).
Prooosit ion 3.2.5
Let be a qenerating topology defined on Then
the formula
defines an injective operator ideal on
Pr oo f
Follows easily from a standard arqument similar
to the proof of (2.1.7).
From now on, we denote by for the generating
system of li-topologies. The followinq two results are
desirable.
Proposition 3.2.6
Let be a closed subcateqory of ILCS with the
property that if p is an (E)-continuous seminorm on
E then at least one of the spaces Ep-i(0) and
the completion of Ep-i(0), belonqs to
Then
for any generating topology on
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Proof
By definition, is coarser than We so
check the converse only. Let p be an arbitrary
(E)-continuous seminorm on E. We need to find an
and an
-cont inuous
seminorm g on F such that
Consider the quotient map
associated to p, where F
if necessary) belongs to Now the equlity
furnishes our assertion.
(3.2.6) can also be expressed as a dual version of
(3.2.3) that every qeneratinq topoloqy is an U-topoloqy.
Theorem 3.2.7
Let be a closed subcategory of ILCS occupied the
property stated in (3.2.6) and the additional property
that if E then every subspace of E is in the class
too.
Let alsb that tl be an operator ideal on and
that p is a seminorm on E Then the following are
3.2










(b) (a) is obvious by (3.1.4).
On the other hand, if p is an 1i-seminorm on E,
then there is an F e£, t e l(E,F) and





Moreover, let T0 be the continuous operator induced by
T from E into F0. Now from the inclusion
we can obtain a continuous operator R by
the relation
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Clearly R is well-defined and linear. To check the
continuity of R, we observe that the seminorm defined
by
is continuous on F0. Now, for any y= Tx e fq, we
have
This shows that R is continuous. Consequently, we
have the following commutative diagram
where is the natural embeddinq
from into F. It follows from
that
and hence
In case of the conditions stated in the
above two theorems are all established. As a result, we
have a generalization of (2.1.9) and (2.1.4). However,
3.2 il-topologies and Generating Topologies
unfortunately, the other elegant equality
ha3 no longer hold. A counter example is given by the
injective ideal of all continuous operators of finite
rank. In fact, it is easy to see that the
generating system of weak topologies. But, for all LCS E,
we have
wh i le unless dim This means
This problem can be settled down, by a standard argument, if
is a category consisting of only normed spaces. But, in
general, the equality does not hold. It should be noted
that the bounded operator ideal version to this formula
claimed by L. Franco and C. Pineiro (1982) is not valid and
and a counter example will be given by the author (see
3.4).
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(a) precompact iff
for an
and an equicontinuous sequence
(an) in E'
(b) quasi-p-nuclear iff
for an and an equicontinuous sequence
(an) in E'
T is quasi-nuclear if T is quasi-l-nuclear.
(c) strongly nuclear iff
for an the
-space of all rapidly
decreasing sequences, and an equicontinuous
sequence (ap) in E'
(d) absolutely summing (or prenuclear) iff
for a )-closed equicontinuous subset B of E'
and a positive Radon measure .n on B.
3.2 il-topologies and Generating Topologies
(e) quas 1 1 -nuclear iff
for an equicontinuous sequence (an) in E' and an
where is a fixed additive
nuclear G-space.
In principle, we call a seminorm on E precompact.
quasi-p-nuclear, strongly nuclear, prenuclear or
quas 1 PP)- nuclear if the associated quotient mapping
Qp belongs to the corresponding (injective) operator
ideal; or equivalently, p subjects to the above desired
inequality as T.
Proof
For (a), (b) and (c), see D. Randtke (1972) while
(d) and (e) can be found from Y. C. Wong (1979, p. 146
and p. 225, respectively). See also H. Hobge-Nlend
and V. B. Moscatelli, 1981, p.147) for (d).
Remark
Readers is reminded that any T wi th F
being a normed space is simultanously a bounded
operator from into F for any generating topology
Therefore they should find the proofs from the above
references under the items of precompact-bounded (or
quasi-Schwartz in terminology of D. Randtke (1972))
operator, quasi-p-nuclear-bounded operators,..., and
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etc.
It should be noted that (c) is a soecial case of (e)
as mentioned in the remark after (2.1.21).
Each of the above seminorm systems can defines a
seminorm ideal, and hence a generating topology on ILCS.
Namely, the orecompact topology the guasi-o-nuclear
the strongly nuclear topology the prenuclear
topology and the guas1- )-nuclear topology
In principle, a seminorm p on a LCS is an K-seminorm if the
associated quotient mapping Qp belongs to it. Under this
reasoning, we have the
De finition 3.2.9
A LCS E is said to be an U -topological space for
an opertor ideal V. if every continuous seminorm on E is
exactly an K -seminorm, i.e.
where ,(E) is the original topology on E.
To illustrate the power of the just introduced concept,
we would like to give the following famous
Examples 3.2.10
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A LCS E is a
(a) Schwartz space iff E is a
-topoloqical space
iff Qp is precompact for every
continuous seminorm p on E;
(b) nuclear space iff E is a
-topological space
iff Qp is absolutely summing for
every continuous seminorm p on
E;
(c) strongly nuclear space
iff E is a
.-topological space
iff Qp is strongly nuclear for
every continuous seminorm
p on E;
(d) ) -nuclear space
iff E is a
-topologica1
space
iff Qp is guasi ,(P)-nuclear for
every continuous seminorm p on
E.
Proof
(a) and (c) are referred to the paper of
D. Randtke (1972) while (b) and (d) can be found from
the book of'Y. C. Wong (1979, p. 146, .149 and 226).
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At this time, let us put a special attention on the
closed subcateqory IMac of 1LCS consistinq of all Mackey
spaces. As a first advantage, we see that IM__ satisfiesci L
the condition stated in (3.2.6). Moreover, some
interestinq properties which appear in 52.1 will be
recovered on IMac. For example, we have the following
important
Lemma 3.2.11




The followinq is a generalization of (2.1.17).
Corollary 3.2.12
Let be any generating topology on IMac. Then
Corollary 3.2.13
Let be any generating topology on IMac. Then
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Proof
It follows directly from
The last inclusion is a consequence of (3.2.11)
because F0 is itself a generating topology, too.
Here comes the main result of this section, which
generalizes (2.1.19).
Theorem 3.2.14
Let be a family of I.e. topologies on each






is an 11 -topology for some operator ideal 11 on
is a generating topology;
the formula
defines an injective operator ideal on
(e) the family of all ' -continuous seminorms
constitutes a seminorm ideal on
(f) there exists an injective operator ideal 11 on
such that for each seminorm g on E g is
-continuouos iff the associted quotient macA
belongs- to 11( E,Eg-i(0))
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If LCS then we have
if IMac then we have
Proof
The equivalences
are given by (3.2.3), (3.2.4), (3.2.5), (3.2.6) and
(3.2.7) in the case LCS while the implication
(c) is trivial. Finally, by (3.2.11), we have
(a) if G= IMac r hut the implication (f)= (b)
losts as IMac does not satisfy the conditions stated in
(3.2.7).
As both a corollary of (3.2.14) and an application of
(3.2.8), we have the interesting
Examples 3.2.15
For any E, F e IMac, we have
3,2 11 topologies and Generating Topologies
where and
are the generating
system of precompact topologies, guasi-p-nuclear
topologies, prenuclear topologies, strongly nuclear
topologies and quasi )-nuclear topologies,
respectively. Moreover, any successor of this chain
is not anything but an 1i-topology, indeed.
In view of (3.2.11), It is reasonable to make the
following
Definition 3.2.16
Let and be two generating topologies on Mac.
The setting
generates an operator ideal on IMac. Moreover,
Proof
With the help of (3.2.11). we see that
consists of only continuous operators. The ideal
properties are easy to be verified. We so check the
representation directly.
In fact, for any T and any
(F)-continuous seminorm g on F, where E and F are
Chapter 3
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both Mackey spaces, the associated quotient map
belongs to and hence
It turns out to ensure that there exists an







This implication turns out to give our assertion.
There seems to have a lot of rooms to define classes of
operator (or operator ideal, in fact) by means of the method
provided in the above result. For instance, an T e C(E,F)
may be called auasinuclear-precompact, where E, F e inac,
if T i.e. T is continuous with respect to
the quasi-nuclear topology on E and the precompact topology
3.2 ii-topologies and Generating Topologies
on F. By (3.2.16), we see that T
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3.3 U-bornologies and Generating Bornologies
The concept of IZ-bornologies can be introduced
naturally. In the sequel, we denote by for a closed
subcategory of ILCS.
DefinitIon 3.3.1
Let 11 be an operator ideal on The
1I-bornology fn(tC)(F) on F s£ is defined to be the
final homology on F with respect to the family
where fnvon(E) is, as usual, the von Neumann homology
on E. By an H-bounded set in F, we mean a set bounded
in the bornological vector space( F, fn(1I)(F)).
Remarks
1° Clearly, the U-bornology on F has a base of




2° fn( U) (F) is a disked bornology on F and
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where fn(F) is the finite dimensional bornology on
F.
Definition 3.3.2
A family of vector bornologies
is said to be a generating bornology if the followinc
two conditions are realized:
(Bi)
(Bi)
where denotes, as usual, the bornological vector
space and denotes the set of all
locally bounded operators from into
If, in addition, every is a disked bornology
then is called a disked generating bornology.
Remarks
1° Since for any vector bornology on we
have, by (Ba), that
or
175
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This gives
for any qeneratinq bornologv on I n
particular, the condition (Bi) is contained in the
other condition (Bz). We state this redundent
condition only for the symmetry of the pair of the
dual concepts of generating topologies and
generating homologies.
2° In case of 8 is disked, (B2.) can be shown to be
equivalent to the following condition
( B 2.'): For any R
and S
we have RTS (2.2.6)
We will see soon that the concepts of U-bornoloqies
and disked generating homologies are identical by the
following
Prooogit ion 3.3.3
Every 1I-bornology is a disked generating
bornology.
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Proof
Let T and M be an bounded set in E.
By the remark 1° of (3.3.1), there exists an E0
an R such that
hence
is also IX-bounded in F due to the fact that
TR Consequently, where
?H( 11) is the K-bornology.
In veiw of (3.3.3), we may denote the generating system
of il-bornology by fln(lX). To obtain the dual version of
(3.3.3), we first establish the
Proposit i on 3.3.4
Given a generating bornology The formula
defines a surjective operator ideal on
Proof
The ideal properties of G(©J are obvious. We so
check the surjectivity of Q(BJ directly. To this end,
let T e G(E,F) such that
for an E0 e C and a topological surjection Q
We should verify that T Suppose
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M on(E) be a bounded set in E. Since Q is a
topoloqica1 surjection, by (3.1.8), there is an
M0 fnvon(E0) such that
QM0= M
It then follows from
TM= TQM 0
that TM is CM®]-bounded. Consequently, T e Q[g] (E,F);
as asserted.
By (3.3.4), we call an operator T locallv-
bounded if T (E,F).
Proposit ion 3.3.5
Let be a closed subcategory of !L(C$ containing
all normed spaces. Then
for any disked generating bornology
Proof
Let M then the canonical mapping
is continuous and
is bounded in Hence
Consequently,
3,3 V--bornologies and Generating Bornologies
is
-bounded in F.
The inverse inclusion is trivial by the
constructions of and
(3.3.5) can be expressed as the dual version of
(3.3.3) that every disked qeneratinq homology is an
1i-bornology.
Here comes the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.3.6
Let be a closed subcategory of ILCS containing
all normed spaces and let 11 be an suriective operator
ideal on Let also that M is a set in F The
following are equivalent
(a) M is It-bounded in F;




the implication (b)= (a) follows from the remark 1° of
(3.3.1), (3.1.11) and (3.1.8).%f
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The converse is checked as follows. Let M
fn(K)(F) is li-bounded in F. Then we can find an E
an T e iJ(E,F) and an W0= fn00(E) such that
Set
Then W= rw e ?nvon(E) and
TW= M
Denoted by Jw the canonical mapping from (E(W),ry)
into E and consider the following commutative diagram
where T0:= TJW e £(E(W),F) and T1 is the induced
operator by the relation
The existence of Tt is obvious. As
we see that T4 is both continuous and open, i.e. Tt is
a topological surjection. Finally
infers the result that JM e Usur(F(M),F).
3.3 -homologies and Generating Bornologies
Refer to the discussion just after (3.2.7), we meet the
same difficulties in the theory of 1-bornoloqy and
generating bornoloqy. Similar to the toooloqical case, we
cannot solve this problem even if we deal on bounded
operator ideals (see S3.4).
It is worth to note that (3.3.6) teaches us to produce
a lot of generating bornologies (in fact, U-bornologies).
In principle, each operator ideal can define a generating
bornology through (3.3.6). Associated to these
terminologies, we can make the following
Definition 3.3.7
A LCS E is said to be an ll-bornological space for




Let E be a LCS.
(a) E is a semi-Monte 1 space
iff E is a 5-bornological space
iff JM is compact for any M
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(b) E is a semi-reflexive space
iff E is a
-bornological space
iff JM is weakly compact for any M
where and are the ideals of all compact and weakly
compact operators, respectively. See K. Mckennon and
J.M. Robertson (1979, p. 6).
To end this section, we give the
De finition 3.3.9
Let and be two generating homologies on a
closed subcategory of 1LCS containing all Banach
spaces. The setting
generates an operator ideal on Moreover, if is
disked, then
Proof
The ideal properties of is obvious. We so
check the representation directly. In fact, for any




3.3 -homologies and Generating Bornologies
As a result of
we achieve the )-boundedness of TM.
Our assertion then follows easily from a
straiahtforward araument for the inverse inclusion.
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3•4 Bounded Operator Ideals
This section is devoted to the generatinq method of
bounded operator ideals. The theory seems more attractive
in this situation. Nevertheless the beautiful result of
L. Franco and C. Pineiro (1982) concerning the equality
is pointed out (at the first time) to be false by the author
with a counter example. There seems no direct machinery to
obtain such a kind of formulae, no matter the injective hull
or the surjective hull is taken into account.
By a bounded operator from a LCS into another, we mean
a continuous operator which sends some 0-neighbourhood onto
a bounded set. We denote by G3 for the class of all
bounded operators on a closed subcategory£ of !LC$.
Clearly, is an injective and surjective operator ideal
on
De finition 3.4.1
Let 11 be an operator ideal or Associate 11 the
operator ideal
the bounded component of 11. If U= Hb then we call 11
a bounded operator ideal or
184
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Remark
Clearly, llb is itself a bounded operator ideal for
any 11. And ifi will be injective (resp. surjective) if
11 enjoys this property. Moreover, by a standard
argument we can see that (1lb)in= (1lin3)b and
(-jlbjsur= (urb In particular, the injective hull
and surjective hull of a bounded operator ideal are
still bounded. On the other hand, since every operator
ideal on the category B of all Banach spaces is
bounded, we see that the bounded operator ideal is a
natural generalization of operator ideals on B to those
o n ILCS.
The followinq result shows that from the viewpoint of
generating methods, the bounded component of an operator
ideal is of no difference with the whole class of the ideal
itse1f.
Proposit ion 3.4.2
Assume C be such a closed subcategory of ILCS and 11
be such an operator ideal on C that the conditions
stated in (3.2.7) (resp. (3.2.8)) are established.
Then the 11b-topology (resp. Hb-bornology)
coincides with the 11-topology (resp. 11-bornology) on
185
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Proof
It is an easy consequence of (3.2.7) (resp.
(3.3.6)) by noting that the mapping Qp defined in the
proof of (3.2.7) (resp. JM defined in the proof of
(3.3.6)) is a bounded operator.
We are now ready to produce bounded operator ideals by
using the tools of generating topoloqy and generating
bornology.
Definit ion 3.4.3
(a) Let be a generating topoloqy on Denoted by
for the bounded operator ideal generated bv
containing all such operators T
sending some 0-neighbourhood in onto a (von
Neumann) bounded set in F.
(b) Let be a generating bornology on Denoted by
for the bounded operator ideal generated by
containing all such operators T
sending some 0-neighbourhood in E onto an
l-bounded set in F.
3.4 Bounded Operator Ideals
Remark
1° The ideal propeties of and can be
verified in a straightforward manner. Moreover, we
will give some examples of ideals of the type
and the type as special classes of
l-ideals in §3.5.
2° Please note that we have, in general,
and
cf. the discussion after (3.4.5).
We now observe some favourable properties of
Proposition 3.4.4
For any generating topology (resp. generating
bornology®) on the bounded operator ideal
(resp. is infective (resp. surjective).
Proof
Let T (E,F) and let J be a
topological injection, where E, F and F0 such that
JT By definition, there is an
-neighbourhood U of 0 in E such that JTU is
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bounded in F0. As J is a topoloqical injection, we
see that TU is also bounded in F. Hence T
as asserted. This means is infective.
A similar argument will give the surjectivity of
Proposit ion 3.4.5
Let be a generating topology and be a disked
generating bornology on Then we have
and
Proo f
The assertions can be obtained from a simple
modification on the proofs for (3.2.6) and (3.3.5),
respectivelv.
It might be hopeful to expect the following result.
For any bounded operator ideal 11 on LCS we would have
The statement() is suggested by L. Franco and C. Pineiro
as a theorem in their joint paper (1982). Unfortunately,
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their proof of this statement is false. They have overlooked
an imDortant fact that needs not alwavs contain IT.
In contrast, we have for any infective ooerator
ideal U. It gives a counter example of by taking
the injective ideal of all precompact operators between LCS.
In this case, we will get the generating system
of precompact topologies on LCS, and the
ideal of all precompact-bounded operators (or quasi-Schwartz
operators in the terminology of D. Randtke (1972))
betweem LCS. Now, by a result of
D. Randtke (1972) (see also Y.C. Woncj, 1979, p.15, 24, 25
and 26), for any LCS E and F, and the
equality is, in general, not valid. As an example, for a
fixed LCS for all LCS F if and onlv if
E is a Schwartz space, (cf. 3.5.7).
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3. 5 i-ooerator ideals and ] -soaces
In this final section, on the well-paved background
due to the several preceeding sections, we are able to
define the most natural and the most applicable type of
operator ideals on ILCS, i.e. the Q[ 37(8]-operator ideals.
Most of the results of this section (as well as those
in other sections) come from the books of Y.C. Wong (1976,
and 1979). Some original concepts should be refered to
D. Randtke (1972) while Y.C. Woncr have develoDed those
ideas in a systematic and loaical manner. The key point of
their theory may be that the topoloaical and the
bornological structures of a LCS can be highlighted by the
behaviour of the continuous seminorm system of this space.
Moreover, Y.C. Wong have put an extensive attention on the
family of quotient mappings associated to every continuous
seminorm on a LCS. By this principle, we express most of
the classical examples given by the above books in the
terminology of I -spaces.
Readers should be noticed that our presentation of
]-spaces is a method to studv LCS with the tool of
operator ideal similar to the one employed by
A. Grothendieck and A. Pietsch (cf. the last chapter of the
book of A. Pietsch, 1980). But, we consider our method more
natural and easier to follow than the A. Pietsch's one.
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Let us begin with the
De finition 3.5.1
Let tX be a generating topology and® a qeneratina
bornoloqy on a closed subcategory£ of 1LCS. By the
notations
we denote for the class of all bounded operators which
send some 0-neighbourhood in onto a
bounded set in
We call an operator bounded if
T
Remark
In the terminoloqy of Y.C. Wonq (1979),
if and only if there is a
(-continuous seminorm p on E such that the set
)-bounded in F.
Theorem 3.5.2
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For (014), let T 1, for some E, F
Then there are two I -neicrhbourhood Ui and
of 0 in E such that Mi= TiUi and Mi= T2U2 are both
bounded in Fg. Let U be any V( E)-neiqhbourhood of 0 in
E such that U c ui and U£ Ui. Then the set (Ti+ Ti)U
: is clearly bounded in and hence (01t)
fo1lows.
Finally, (0I2) is checked as follows. Let
and V be a 0-neighbourhood in such that TV is
)-bounded in F. Then there exists a
0-neiqhbourhood V0 in E0 such that SV0 V and thus
TSV0 TV
is 3( F) -bounded. It follows that
RTSV0 c RTV
is also 8( F0)-bounded in F0 and hence
RTS
In the following, and always denote, respectively,




subcateqory of The following two results generalize
(3.4.4).
Proposition 3.5.3
Assume has the property that for everv F and
Fo if F is a topological subspace of F0 then
is a bornological subspace of In this case, the
operator ideal is injective.
Proof
Let T and let
be a topological injection, where E, F and
Suppose
and V is a 0-neighbourhood in such that JTV is
)-bounded in F0 Since J is a topological
injection, TV is bounded in by the assumption on
Hence
and the injectivity of follows.
Proposit1on 3.5.4
As s u me has the property that for any E and
if E is a topological quotient space of E0 then
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is also a topological quotient space of E I n
this case, the operator ideal is surjective.
Proof
Let T and let
be a topological surjection, where E0, E and F
Suppose
TQ
and V is a 0-neighbourhood in such that TQV is
bounded in Now, as Q being a topological
surjection, QV is a 0-neighbourhood in by the
assumption on Hence
and thus the surjectivity of follows.
We are now ready to give a lot of most important
examples all of which can be found from the book of
Y.C. Wong (1979). For simplicity, we deal with the category
ILCS of all LCS.
Example 3.5.5
(a) The ideal is the class of all bounded
operators on ILCS, where denotes the generating
system of the original topologies on each LCS.
3.5
-operator Ideals and I -spaces
(b) The ideal is the class of all compact
operators on ILCS, where is the generating system
of the compact bornologies.
(c) The ideal is the class of all
weaklv compact operators on ILCS, where fnwc is the
generating system of the weakly compact
bornologies.
(d) The ideal is the class of all
quasi-nuclear-bounded operators on ILCS, where
is the generating system of the quasi-nuclear
topologies.
(e) The ideal is the class
prenuclear-bounded operators on ILCS, where is
the generating system of the prenuclear topologies.
(f) The ideal is the class of all
precomoact-bounded operators (or quasi-Schwartz
operators in terminology of D. Randtke, 1972) on
ILCS, where is the generating system of the
precompact topologies.
(g) The ideal is the class of all
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stronerlv-nuclear—bounded operators( or operators of
type s, in terminology of D. Randtke, 1972) on
ILCS, where is the generating system of the
strongly-nuclear topologies.
(h) The ideal is the class of all
quas i nuclear-bounded operators on ILCS,
where is the generating system of the
quasi- -nuclear topologies, where is a
fixed additive nuclear G-space.
By (3.5.3) and (3.5.4), we see immediately that the
ideals and B are all surjective while the ideals
Gb, Ab, n£, .£p, nj?v and Abv are all infective since and
mvon share the properties stated in (3.4.3) and (3.4.4),
respectively.
Using the same machineries, one can introduces as many
operator ideals by classifying their topological—
bornological property as one likes. For example, the ideal
OK Jlfc] is the class of all operators T e G(E,F) with
E, F e LCS such that for some precompact seminorm p on E,
the set {Tx: p(x) 1} is compact in F. There seems to be
a great deal of possibilities to introduce new classes of




For the final result, we would like to thank the work
done by Y.C.Woncr( 1979), in which, some important classes
of LCS are characterized by their continuous seminorms.
Definition 3.5.6
A LCS E is called an
-space if for each




Let E be a LCS. Then
(a) E is a Schwartz space iff E is an -space.
(b) E is a Nuclear space iff E is an -space.
(c) E is a )-nuclear space
iff E is an -space.
As a special case of (c), we have
(d) E is a stronqlv-nuclear-space
iff E is an -space.
Proof
For (a) see p. 17, for (b) see p. 164 and for (c)
see p. 226 of' the book of Y.C. Wong (1979).
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The superscript postfixed to an operator 11, i.e.
always read as the ideal of K-bounded operators. For
example, is the ideal of precompact bounded operators.
Generating Topologies













































The ideal of continuous
operators
The ideal of continuous
operators
The ideal of (locally)
bounded operators
The ideal of (locally)
bounded (and continuous) operators
The ideal of continuous operators
which send each bounded seguence
onto a sequence having a further
subsequence belonging to
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